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38 Webinars – 53 Keynotes

This has been a successful Free Market Road Show 2021! 

Thanks to you and your generous support, we were able to organize a tremendous 
amount of webinars – together with our partners, universities and think tanks. 
Despite the restrictions imposed by governments around the world, we spread 
the message of the Austrian School and proposed solutions on how to get out of 
the gridlock.

We proudly present our reportage on the 14th Free Market Road Show.

Thanks, Barbara

city date time local partner topic keynote speaker 1 speaker 2 speaker 3 speaker 4 moderator
Vienna I 12 Apr 17:00 Hayek Institute Market Economy, Trade, Geopolitics Gunnar Hökmark Per Bylund Gerald Gerstbauer Gerald Loacker Barbara Kolm

Belgrade I 14 Apr 17:00 University of Belgrade Foundation of innovations. Henrique Schneider Dusan Popovic Mateja Durovic Nikola Ilic Sinisa Zarić 
Zurich I 20 Apr 17:00 Marco Weber Management The costs of continued Unconventional Monetary Policy Leszek Balcerowicz Karen Wendt Richard Zundritsch Michael v. Liechtenstein Barbara Kolm

Vienna III 21 Apr 17:00 Hayek Institut Steuerpolitik post Corona: Impulse für die Wirtschaft Michael Jäger Oliver Ginthör Gunther Reimoser Martin Gundinger Barbara Kolm

Blagoevgrad I 26 Apr 18:00 American University Bulgaria democracy and civil rights at danger Daniel Kaddik Boris Gurov Nur Köprülü Sylvain Trifilio Momtchil Karpouzanov 

Tallin I 28 Apr 17:30 Estonian Business School Non intended consequences of regulations Nils Karlson Nils Karlson Meelis Kitsing Hardo Pajula Kai Weiss

Stockholm I 3 May 17:00 Svensk Tidskrivt IP, Brand Protection and Patents Tim Lee Lorenzo Montanari Kajsa Wilhelmsson FedericoFernandez Amanda Wollstad

Tuzla I 4 May 17:00 MULTI Covid 19 and the political economy of mass hysteria Philipp Bagus Adnan Huskić Damir Bećirović Admir Čavalić Aldina Jahic 

Warsaw I 6 May 17:00 FOR Non intended consequences of regulations Daniel Hannan Martin Vlachynsky Adrian Nikolov Martin Panek Marek Tatala

Skopje I 10 May 13:00 University of Skopje Striving Power - Reaping Dependence Per Bylund Elena Makrevska Disoska Katerina Shapkova Kocevska Simon Sarevski

ERB 12 May 18:00 Krassen Stanchev Dragons´Den Jury: Yaron Brook Marco Weber Susanne Ydstedt Michael Jäger Barbara Kolm

Podgorica I 13 May 13:00 UDG Encouraging Entrepreneurship Larry Reed Barbara Kolm Per Bylund Ivan Jovetic

Sevilla I 14 May 17:00 Circulo Bastiat Educación y Pandemia Fernando Nogales Lozano Miguel Anxo Bastos Asís Timermans. Domingo Soriano Federico Fernández

Sevilla II 17 May 17:00 Circulo Bastiat Los límites de la Libertad en tiempos de Pandemia Antonini de Jiménez Gabriel Zanotti Alejandro De León Fernando Nogales Lozano

Tbilisi I 18 May 15:00 New Economic School Limitation of individual and  entrepreneurial freedom Dan Denning Jeffrey Tucker Nick Khundzakishvili Gia Jandieri George Chkhikvadze

Rome I 20 May 18:00 Competere Do we raise a generation of ignorant psychopaths? Calum Nicholson Cinzia Niolu Calum T M Nicholson Pietro Paganini Giacomo Bandini
Thessaloniki I 25 May 17:15 Marketing Club of Greece The foundation of innovations Jörgen Warborn Athanasios Leontaris Nikolaos Tsoniotis Ilias Louis Hatzis Haris Lalatsis

Kyiv I 26 May 17:00 Bendukidze Center What we have forgotten since 1989 Paneldiscussion only Nils Karlson Gloria Alvarez Tomas Forgac Tomas Forgac Federico Fernandez

ERB 27 May 18:00 Competere The Great Reset and the Consequences Yaron Brook John Charalambakis Nikola Ilic Susanne Ydstedt Pietro Paganini

Bratislava I 28 May 10:00 INESS Non intended consequences of regulations Ian Murray Petr Barton Dominik Stroukal Robert Chovanculiak Martin Vlachynsky

Iasi I 31 May 17:00 Hayek Institut Romania Welfare and nanny state Roberto Salinas Leon Tudor Smirna Cristian Manolachi Gabriel Mursa Federico Fernandez

Munich I 1 June 17:00 German Taxpayers Was kommt nach der Corona-Pandemie? Barbara Kolm Rolf v. Hohenau Franz Josef Pschierer Ingo Friedrich

Vienna III 2 June 17:00 Hayek Institut the trend to base policy on health only Per Bylund Wolfgang Wein Edith Kollermann Barbara Kolm

Tuzla II 7 June 17:00 MULTI Limitation of individual and entrepreneurial freedom John Fund Admir Čavalić Danijal Hadžović Faruk Hadžić Barbara Kolm

Blagoevgrad II 8 June 18:00 American University Bulgaria the need for free trade Daniel Hannan Pencho Penchev Georgiana Constantin-ParkeDaniel Kaddik Momtchil Karpouzanov 

Warsaw II 9 June 17:00 FOR Protection now – Subjugation tomorrow Barbara Kolm Mateusz Benedyk Martin Ågerup Pierre Graello Marek Tatala 

Stockholm II 10 June 17:00 Svensk Tidskrivt Non intended consequences of regulations Krassen Stanchev Nils Karlson Margerata Cederfelt Mats Kinnwall Anders Ydstedt

Porto I 12 June 19:00 Instituto +Liberdade What we have forgotten since 1989 Gloria Alvarez Pedro Santa-Clara Pedro Martins Carlos Guimarães Pinto Carlos Guimarães Pinto

Sarajevo I 14 June 19:30 Sarajevo School of Science and TFoundations of Innovations Peter Jungen John Chisholm Krisztina Pusok Nađa Zubčević Vjekoslav Domljan

Podgorica II 15 June 14:00 UDG Innovative East, Regulated West Nima Sanandaji Krassen Stanchev Kajsa Wilhelmsson Jadranka Kaludjerovic

Bucharest I 17 June 17:30 University + ARC Illiberate Education and the degregation of democracy John Charalambakis Matei Dumitrescu Ovidiu Neacsu Mirela Pascu Lucian Botea

Belgrade II 22 Juni 15:30 University of Belgrade A Guide for the Perplexed Henrique Schneider Boban Stojanović Petar Cekerevac Mihailo Gajić
ERB Rome 23 Juni 18:00 Barbara Kolm International Corporate Tax Competere + EWS Anders Ydstedt Dan Mitchell Krassen Stanchev Michael Jäger Giacomo Bandini

Rome II 24 June 18:00 Luca Bellardini, regulations - experiences in banking Gordon Kerr Valerio Lemma Pietro Paganini

Thessaloniki II 29 Juni 17:00 Fotis Doukas Do we raise a generation without perspective? Calum Nicholson John Charalambakis Mary Darst Calum Nicholson George Matzouranides 
ERB Rome 30 Juni 18:00 Pieter Cleppe International Corporate Tax Competere + ATR Andreas Hellmann Henrique Schneider Barbara Kolm

Zagreb I 13 July 19:00 Stephen Bartulica public support and increasing public sector Barbara Kolm Hrvoje Serdarušić Andrej Grubišić Stephen Bartulica Mate Curic

London 23 July 20:00 Razi Ginzberg Democracy and Civil Rights at danger Barbara Kolm Eamonn Butler Don Watkins Douglas Carswell Razi Ginzberg

Zurich II IRL (Zunfth23.Aug 18:10 RTF Europa 2.0 - paneuropaeischen Union? (de) Paneldiscussion only MvL Peter A. Fischer Lukas Mandl Marco Weber

Zurich II IRL (Zunfth23.Aug 19:10 RTF The Silent Erosion of Freedom (en) Paneldiscussion only Alberto Mingardi Bobbi Herzberg Gioia Porlezza Barbara Kolm

Austrian Economics24.Aug 18:00 AEC China - Economic Miracle or Economic Nightmare? Christopher Lingle Simon Sarevski

Austrian Economics31.Aug 16:00 AEC Present and Future of Austrian Economics Peter Boettke Simon Sarevski

Austrian Economics9 Sept. 18:00 AEC "money, (central) banking..." (title in progress) Lawrence White Simon Sarevski

London IRL (David Gam18.Sep 15:00 ARC UK tribalism vs. trade Paneldiscussion only Daniel Hannan Daniel Hannan Eamonn Butler Yaron Brook Razi Ginzberg

London IRL (David Gam18.Sep 17:00 ARC UK Never Let a Good Crisis Go to Waste Paneldiscussion only Vera Kitchanova Vera Kitchanova Richard Zundritsch Razi Ginzberg

Zurich Special 11.Okt. 18:00 Karen Wendt (Moderation und PaDisruption and Innovation in Finance Mathias Nadler (key note + paneGeorge Boyer Bernadette Leuzinger Deyana Nedeva Leeor Greon Katrin Maria Schuler (speaker)

There is more on the 2nd page!

Dear Sponsor,



https://www.youtube.com/AustrianCenterAEC
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WELCOME 

Stockholm – May 3rd 

  June 10th

Tallinn – April 28th

Tbilisi – Special April 20th

  May 18th

Thessaloniki – May 25th

  June 29th

Tuzla – May 4th

  June 7th

Vienna – April 12th

  April 21st

  June 2nd 

Warsaw – May 6th

  June 9th

Zagreb – July 13th

Zurich – April 20th

  August 23rd

  October 11th

Belgrade – April 14th

  June 22nd

Blagoevgrad – April 26th

  June 8th 

Bratislava – May 28th

Bucharest – June 17th

Iaşi – May 31st

Kyiv –  May 26th

London – July 23rd 

  September 18th

Munich – June 1st

Podgorica – May 13th

  June 15th

Porto – June 12th

Rome – May 20th

  June 24th

Sarajevo – June 14th

Sevilla – May 14th

  May 17th

Skopje – May 10th

38 Webinars – 53 Keynotes
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WELCOME

Started in 2008 with only four conferences, the Free 
Market Road Show® soon grew to the worldwide largest 
annual event of its kind. In 2017, the FMRS exceeded all 
previous records, visiting 45 cities all over Europe. It also 
has held additional conferences in the USA and Latin 
America. 

The COVID-forced switch to an online mode brought new 
records with it: During 65 single FMRS events in 2020, we 
counted more than 11.000 live views, which are still being 
multiplied by the number of views of the almost 110 hours 
of recorded materials on the Youtube playlist (https://
www.youtube.com/user/AustrianCenterAEC/playlists).

Though we can´t wait for being on the road again, the 
measures in force do not allow travels and meetings as 
a physical FMRS would require. Therefore the Austrian 
Economics Center in cooperation with FMRS partners all 
over has made the biggest efforts to provide an appealing 
online Free Market Road Show 2021.

Don´t miss the possibility to listen to keynote speakers 
from all over the world and to panel discussions that 
reflect those speeches and will also respond to the 
questions and statements that you can hand in life!

Special thanks go to our sponsors and partners. Without 
their active support, our endeavors would be without 
success.

Preface

“At all costs” was the approach responding to the 
pandemic of most governments. We all know and feel 
the results. But other than complaining and identifying 
scapegoats, the Free Market Road Show discusses Ways 
Out of the Gridlock. We turn our attention to the sensitivity 
of individual and entrepreneurial freedom and civil rights 
and how these are the foundations of recovery.

Still in an online mode, the FMRS “tours” all over Europe, 
pays visits to the Balkan, and the Caucasus, and features 
prominent keynote speakers from all over the world. 
About 100 leading think-tanks and universities are 
involved, leading business people, outstanding scholars, 
policy experts, and journalists discuss openly the many 
aspects of the crisis.

Recent developments in Europe have seen a rise in 
populism, government size, nationalism, and state 
intervention. Policies proven to be ineffective and immoral 
are making a comeback in a general sense of malaise that 
the problems of our time can be addressed only by state 
action.

It is a pessimistic and defeatist worldview that seeks 
society’s salvation by assaulting private property, individual 
freedom, and free markets. In other words, an assault on 
the capitalist order.

The FMRS 2021 opens different views and will encourage 
discussion on the spirit of freedom and innovation that 
leads to progress and prosperity.
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Director’s Report

14th edition
When we started the planing for the Free Market Road 
Show 2021, the COVID pandemic was still a major issue 
and governments all over Europe imposed lockdowns 
over their citizens. As it became clear that events as usual 
would still not be possible, we continued with online 
events.

To make the second online edition even more attractive, 
we switched to a new broadcasting software and asked 
our FMRS Family to record short clips to introduce their 
think tanks and universities, and prominent libertarians 
to record keynotes about issues stemming from the 
current COVID pandemic, be it educational, economical, 
or political. The response was fantastic, we received more 
than 50 key notes. 

Even though vaccines were available, the pandemic 
continued to be a major disruptor of economies, of 
business and of our daily lives. Governments imposed 
new lockdowns, and cut peoples’ freedom. During this 
Road Show, our experts concentrated on unintended 
consequences of such regulation; they discussed the 
problems of closed schools and businesses; they criticized 
the growing debt due to prolonged help packages. 

Our goal was to encourage a real debate that can hinder 
governments from leading our societies back to the 
Middle Ages by ruining our economies, braking supply 
chains and implementing regulations. What we need 
is public awareness of the sensitivity of individual and 
entrepreneurial freedom and civil rights. We need to bring 
attention to the consequences of financial support and 
loss of austerity. While we are taken care of, at some point 
the bill has to be paid – in one way or other.

At all costs

Within the FMRS Family there is no need to elaborate the 
incredible figures that come with the Corona measures 
that were implemented almost all over the world. State 
budgets down, private savings of average people are 
gone, productivity is low, forecasts are depressing…

… And still governments´ responses did not change: Shut 
Down, Shut Up and Shut travel routes. “At all costs” the 
pandemic must be stopped and by doing so, our leaders 
turn the pandemic to a PLANdemic.

Each and every concern that was discussed before March 
2020 has been removed from the public agenda. This 
goes for public debts, tax policies, pensions, international 
trade, IP, even for Climate Change. 

While the world is dealing with the Coronavirus, discussing 
death rates and counting beds in intensive care units, 
we observe that several governments and international 
institutions try to sneak in at the back door with a new 
wave of regulations. Under the title of responsibility for 
public health, basic individual and entrepreneurial rights 

are being eroded. But the public´s attention is being 
turned to shut downs and the competition of groups 
seeking for public financial support. An atmosphere of fear 
and uncertainty is being created that allows governments 
to avoid inconvenient discussions on the one hand, while 
on the other hand earning compliments for the noble face 
of their policies.

And this is why the incredible figures do need to be 
elaborated during our FMRS conferences in order to 
make the greater public aware of what we are heading to: 
A revival of communist structures in our post-soviet and 
western democracies!

Ways out of the Gridlock 

The 2021 Digital Free Market Road Show laid open the 
misled policies that slowed down economic growth, but 
did not help public health care. We do not want to stop 
living to stay alive. What we need, is a quick way back to 
normal, reopen businesses, allow uninterrupted school, 
and the end of fear mongering. 

Measures to fight COVID have led to a crisis composed 
of a bundle of economic, social, and health issues, mixed 
with a new understanding of governance. Individual and 
entrepreneurial rights have been eroded, nationalistic 
and paternalistic approached to business, trade and 
production – not least of medical supplies – were all of 
a sudden acceptable. While the progress in vaccination 
campaigns bear great hope, there are still many aspects 
and consequences of the pandemic that need to be 
discussed and solved.

Let’s find the way out of the gridlock together!

Dr. Barbara Kolm

Founder and Director of the Free Market Road Show
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INTRODUCTION 

14 Years of Free Market 

Road Show
2021 marked the 14th anniversary of the Free Market 
Road Show and the second online edition. When in 
2007 we had the idea of spreading classical liberal and 
free-market ideas across Europe, we could have never 
imagined how much this event would grow over the 
years. In 2008, we visited four cities with the Free Market 
Road Show, the number grew fast, topping 45 cities 
in both 2016 and 2017. More and more organizations 
from across Europe and the world jumped on board, 
wanting to participate in this mega-event defending the 
market economy. International speakers toured across 
the continent, educating predominately young people 
about the ideas of freedom and entrepreneurship. Thus, 
the Free Market Road Show, which is spearheaded by 
the Austrian Economics Center, a politically independent 
research institute committed to disseminating the ideas 
of the Austrian School of Economics, became the go-to 
source for pro-market ideas in Europe – and has stayed 
that way ever since.

While our efforts this year had to move to new frontiers, 
we reinvented the FMRS to adjust it to the realities of the 
Coronavirus ravaging our lives. As the pandemic situation 
has not much changed and many limitations are still in 
place, we decided to have another online FMRS to spread 
classical liberal ideas and concepts in the new realms 
of Zoom, YouTube, vMix, and Facebook. We are looking 
forward to a Free Market Road show 2022 that is hopefully 
back in Europe’s cities. 
 

2008  4 cities
 
2009  8 cities

2010  11 cities

2011  16 cities

2012  12 cities

2013  26 cities

2014  30 cities

2015  35 cities

2016  45 cities

2017 45 cities

2018 40 cities

2019 30 cities

2020  65 Keynotes and Panels

2021 91 Keynotes and Panels

Numbers of the Free 

Market Road Show
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Belgrade

BELGRADE

April 14th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/oFCTAIeJqcs

Recap: 

Sinisa Zarić, professor at the University of Belgrade, 
stressed the importance of the protection of intellectual 
property, especially during the transition to a country 
with an innovation-driven economy. According to the 
International Property Rights Index, countries in South-
East Europe and the Western Balkans get lower rankings 
in protection of IP than in protection of physical property. 
 The keynote was held by Henrique Schneider who 
started with a question: Why is more money being 
invested in the development of video games than in the 
research of new medication? Because the development of 
drugs has one of the most stringent regimes of IP. IP laws 
might not be the only reason for this discrepancy, but it 
plays a role in it.
 Libertarians are split in the debate around IP. Some 
think it is the wrong approach like Stephen Kinsella, 
economist and lawyer, who claims that IP is a fundamental 
mistake and infringes real property rights. Roderick Long 
argues similarly that it is very unlikely that authors won’t 
be motivated to write books and articles unless they 
are given copyright protection. It is equally unlikely that 
publishers won’t publish anything without copyright, as 
pre-1900 works are public-domain but still published and 
sold.
 There are, on the other hand, some libertarians who 
favor IP. Ayn Rand was pro IP; she thought it to be part of 
the commercial society. In his Human Action, Ludwig von 
Mises argued for IP; he wrote that it is unlikely that people 
would undertake the laborious task of writing non-fiction 
works with out IP protection. Technological progress 
would seriously be retarded without IP. Lysander Spooner, 
the father of anarchism in the US, claimed the absolute 
power of an author over his ideas.
 But there is middle ground. Marshall Van Alstyne and 
Jeff Parker found out that digital platforms operate with 
private negotiation of IP. Their participants should create 
value together, with access to each others’ ideas. 
 The first panelist Dušan Popović spoke about a possible 
reform of IP rights and mentioned their duration, which 
is different depending on the type of property. Another 
area of reform could be exceptions and limitations, which 
should be adapted to digital surroundings. IP rights are 
national business and not valid everywhere. In the US, 
there are more and more cases when competition rules 
are enforced unto IP owners abusing their monopoly.
 The next speaker Mateja Durović said that we are 
living in the fourth Industrial Revolution and IP laws are 
very important for the development of new technology. 
Focusing on patents, he stated that they were historically 
intended to encourage innovation that is new and not 
only a derivative. Patents prevent others from using one’s 
invention for up to 20 years, thus providing a monopoly, 
but guaranteeing the return on investment. Patents are 
the strongest way to protect IP. Referring to Schneider’s 
initial question, he concluded that investments in video 
gaming and in pharmaceuticals are difficult to compare, 
because of the different level of protection.
 The last speaker Nikola Ilić, too, focused on the 
comparison gaming – pharma. These are different 
industries with different markets, target groups, demands, 
resources. The pharma industry has to cope with much 
more regulation and R&D are more costly, as are failures. 
We should not attribute such problems to IP laws.

Program

IP, Brand Protection and Patents: The Foundation 
of Innovations?

Moderator:  Sinisa Zarić, Faculty of Economics, University of Belgrade

Key note: IP, Fire, and Other Dangerous Things

   Henrique Schneider, Swiss Federation of Small and Medium  

   Enterprises     

 

Panel: IP, Brand Protection and Patents: The Foundation of Innovations?

   Panelists:

   Mateja Durović, Centre for Technology, Ethics, Law and Society at 

   King’s College London

   Nikola Ilić, Faculty of Law, University of Belgrade

   Dušan Popović, Faculty of Law, University of Belgrade
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 GEOPOLITICAL

INTELLIGENCE

SECIVRES 

INTERNATIONALE PARTNER

BELGRADE

 � Whenever talking to a group of libertarians, classical liberals, Austrians, or objectivists, you are always playing with 
fire. (Henrique Schneider)

 � Digital platforms negotiate IP in a way that keeps some IP in a conservative way, while at the same time makes 
participants want to share their content. (Henrique Schneider)

 � IP rights are national laws; their validity is territorially limited. That is an obstacle to a globalized economy (Dušan Popović)

 � IP law is a very important instrument, as it needs to protect values, but it should not disproportionate inhibit or slow 
down innovation. (Mateja Durović)

 � IP rights are a precondition to the free market and enable to optimal allocation of resources. (Nikola Ilić)

Henrique SchneiderUniversity of BelgradeSinisa Zarić

Nikola IlićMateja DurovićDušan Popović
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Belgrade

BELGRADE

June 22nd

Recording:
https://youtu.be/VB0dPHTlYbA

Recap: 

Dr. Henrique Schneider, head of economic policy at 
the Swiss Federation of Small and Medium Enterprises, 
began by discussing state-owned enterprises and new 
public management. He mentioned that through a 
business hierarchy, companies can expand innovation 
and determine price levels. However, if the company is 
owned or partially owned by the government, most of the 
time the companies are not efficient, are non-innovative 
and are unable to create more value. His reasoning lies 
in the agency of the company, or the people in charge of 
carrying out the tasks assigned by the company. As the 
agents have no incentive to keep the company running at 
peak efficiency since the government incurs all expenses. 
 Dr. Schneider also noted how many of the agents have 
agendas of their own they want to see done. To accomplish 
this, the agents find the balance between providing the 
illusion of working diligently for the government and 
carrying out their own agendas. If these illusions are held, 
the government has no incentive to change the agents 
running the state-owned enterprises. He gave examples 
in Switzerland of state-owned corporations that create 
illegal monopolies and drive private enterprises out of 
certain markets. To make matters worse, the chance that 
the men in charge of the illegal monopolies get imprisoned 
for their crimes is very low because the competition 
commission is a state-owned agency, giving them very low 
incentive to investigate other state-owned enterprises. 
The lack of incentives within the government to fix the 
management of state-owned companies to make them 
more efficient is very prevalent all over the world. 
 Dr. Schneider then explained how certain associations 
exist within Switzerland who push private companies 
to comply with different political bodies. He notes that 
the associations are themselves owned by the state-
owned enterprises, causing the politization of investment 
decisions within the private sector economy. The 
government then has direct access into disturbing the 
market, effectively creating an illegal cartel. He offers 
that the solution to this problem would be to completely 
privatize all companies and to stop the government from 
owning or partially owning companies in the marketplace.

Program

The Increasing Public Sector

Moderator:  Mihailo Gajić, Director of Economic Research at Libertarian Club  

   – Libek

Partner Introduction

   Petar Čekerevac, Executive Manager of Libertarian Club – Libek

Key note: A Guide for the Perplexed

   Henrique Schneider, Swiss Federation of Small and Medium  

   Enterprises     

 

Interview: Public Support and Increasing Public Sector

   Boban Stojanović, Political Scientist
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 � “Even if the activities of state-owned enterprises are detrimental to the market or illegal, in the case of a cartel, the 
state has no interest whatsoever in curbing this.” (Henrique Schneider)

 � “The price that we pay for state-owned enterprises is too high in comparison for the only small incremental advantages 
that we have from their innovation.” (Henrique Schneider)

Henrique SchneiderMihailo Gajić

The InterterviewBoban Stojanović

Petar Čekerevac
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BLAGOEVGRAD

Blagoevgrad
April 26th

RECAP: 

Robert White’s opening remarks emphasized the 
importance of the FMRS in the context of Eastern Europe’s 
communist past. Moderator Momtchil Karpouzanov 
picked up the theme and made clear that democratization 
was and is linked to many hopes and promises. He 
concluded that today’s topic of Democracy and Civil Rights 
in Danger is a central issue, especially in the midst of the 
COVID-19 pandemic.
 Daniel Kaddik referred to current panic discourses, such 
as: machines will replace us, poverty is on the rise and 
capitalism is to blame. These discourses are driven by so-
called social justice warriors (sjw). For him, however, this 
name is an empty phrase, a fighting term that optionally 
empowers a trendy topic. For them everything is a 
basic right, the right to work, housing, education, higher 
education and – the most important basic right – welfare. 
They demand more and more benefits, services and 
more safety forgetting that they only refer to secondary 
rights. Thus they lose sight of the primary rights of the 
enlightment-era such as the freedom of thought and 
speech, the right to property and the right to liberty – the 
most important right of all. These primary rights give each 
individual independence from the state or others, while 
the secondary rights imply positive action and potential 
infringements of the firsts.
 There exist fundamentally different points of view: Do 
you want an all-imposing highly addictive nanny-state, or 
do you want to unlock the potential of individuals? So, 
for liberals it is never a shame to get help from society, 
but one should not be proud of it either. The task of a 
welfare state must be to motivate citizens to go back to 
work. Otherwise, not only the citizens who receive social 
benefits are disenfranchised, but also those who have to 
spend more and more money to finance them.
 In summary, liberal education is the key to empowering 
individuals and protecting primary constitutional rights. 
He also argued for a flattax and a negative income tax 
for those who have no income. He concluded with the 
thought that we all benefit from a functioning and good 
society, so everyone should try to continue working on 
quality of opportunities!
 In the following panel, Sylvain Trifilio made clear why 
the welfare state can be a threat to democracy: First: the 
bigger the state the less effective is democratic control. 
Second: the burden of bureaucratic power leads to 
de-democratization, because the bureaucracy is not 
democratically elected. Third: there are always risks in 
life. A great reliance on the welfare state inevitably leads 
to disappointment, which in turn fosters mistrust against 
politicians and democracy itself.
 Nur Körprülü took up the predicted and put forward 
the thesis that a liberal market does not automatically 
lead to a liberal democracy. Examples from the Middle 
East show that a welfare state is not a unique selling point 
of democratic states.
 In Boris Gurov’s Historical Perspective, it became 
clear that not everything has gone well in 30 years of 
transitioning out of communism. Rather, the people in 
Bulgaria do not trust the political actors, including NGOs. 
The transfer payments of the European Union make 
Bulgaria even more dependent and prevent economic 
independence. For him, the EU funds must go into the 
education of liberal individuals.

Recording:
https://youtu.be/o1C5n8ie-gg

Program

Democracy and Civil Rights in Danger

Moderator:  Momtchil Karpouzanov, American University in Bulgaria

Partner Introduction

   Robert White, American University in Bulgaria

Key note: Democracy and Civil Rights in Danger

   Daniel Kaddik, European Liberal Forum

Panel: Democracy and Civil Rights in Danger

   Panelists:  

   Boris Gurov, American University in Bulgaria

   Nur Köprülü, Near East University

   Sylvain Trifilio, Aix-Marseille University   
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 � “The Universal Basic Income comes directly from the idea of welfare as a right, a right on society to provide us with 
an income regardless of our contribution to that society. ... That means that someone else has the duty to provide the 
money or work for us. That is a strange vision of the equal dignity of humans.” (Daniel Kaddik)

 � “If we want equality of opportunities, those opportunities need to be enabled.” (Daniel Kaddik)

 � “Citizens of Bulgaria do not trust political parties, nor NGOs, nor sponaneous collective activities.” (Boris Gurov)

 � “We are in an era of interventionist liberalism.” (Nur Köprülü)

 � “The best governance is democracy. And people in the Middle East are aware of that.” (Nur Köprülü)

 � “Welfare benefits are not for free. Politicians promise that other will pay.” (Sylvain Trifilio)

Daniel KaddikMomtchil Karpouzanov

Nur Köprülü Sylvain TrifilioBoris Gurov

Robert White
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BLAGOEVGRAD

Blagoevgrad
June 8th

Recap: 

The Free Market Road Show conducted its second tour in 
Blagoevgrad this past Tuesday as a virtual presentation 
entitled “The Need for Free Trade”. The event, which was 
moderated by Momtchil Karpouzanov from the American 
University in Bulgaria, commenced with an introduction by 
Robert White, also of American University, who reaffirmed 
its partnership with the Austrian Center and commitment 
to free market ideals.
 In accordance with the prevailing focus on free trade, 
Lord Hannan of Kingsclere delivered the keynote address 
for the event in which he discussed the enduring virtues 
of free trade as well as the formidable challenges arrayed 
against it. Of particular note is his inquiry of why the 
economic principle behind free trade, which delivered so 
much improvement in global standards of living over the 
previous two centuries, has been so timelessly resisted 
since its inception, which is in part attributed to the natural 
instinct to hoard physical materials for local use. Lord 
Hannan additionally spotlighted the hardening resistance 
to free trade in the twenty-first century along with the 
sudden manner by which the coronavirus pandemic, 
with its destabilizing international implications, has 
strengthened these sentiments and their misconceptions 
about free trade and poverty.
 Daniel Kaddik spoke first on the panel and discussed the 
incomparable progress and prosperity which free trade 
had delivered in the modern era, an improvement which 
he stated was difficult to appreciate unless compared to 
inferior models such as that of East Germany in comparison 
to the West. This example, which emphasized the voluntary 
nature of the free market with its plentiful consumer choices, 
further noted that even enormous state expenditures have 
been unable to restore the former East Germany to parity 
with the rest of the country. Dr. Kaddik explains that the 
disillusionment resulting from this, particularly among the 
youth, has combined with the stresses of the Information 
Age to attribute blame to free trade under the illusion that 
life is getting worse as a result of economic liberalism.
 The next speaker, Georgiana Constantin-Parke devoted 
some time to discussing the nature of the Romanian 
transition from communism. She spoke of a contrast 
between the promise of free market prosperity, cultivated 
by imagery of American abundance, that accompanied the 
advent of democracy and the troubled reality for Romania 
as it struggled to uproot elements of the old regime that 
remained in power. Dr. Constantin-Parke also described 
the symbiotic relationship between the free market and 
the rule of law, and the necessity for educating the youth of 
this relationship in order to protect its survival. Mentioned 
too was the attraction of the youth to socialist rhetoric, the 
democratic language of which conceals its intentions to 
extend state control over individuals.
 Pencho Penchev delivered remarks which focused on the 
virtues of economic openness and engagement, attesting to 
the legacy of historical giants in the classical liberal tradition, 
such as Adam Smith and Ludwig von Mises. He drew from 
an example of the effect of East Asian isolationism on the 
region in subsequent centuries, as well as the connection 
between protectionist aspirations and historical international 
tensions. He further devoted some time to discussing the 
economic history of Communist Bulgaria, citing its efforts to 
isolate itself within a self-sufficient planned economy and the 
poverty which resulted from this.

Recording:
https://youtu.be/0auPmyVthlk

Program

The Need for Free Trade

Moderator:  Momtchil Karpouzanov, American University in Bulgaria

Partner Introduction

   Robert White, American University in Bulgaria

Key note: The Need for Free Trade

   Lord Hannan of Kingsclere, UK Board of Trade

Panel: The Need for Free Trade

   Panelists:  

   Georgiana Constantin-Parke, Helms School of Government at  

   Liberty University

   Daniel Kaddik, European Liberal Forum

   Pencho Penchev, University of National and World Economy,  

   Sofia    
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 � “Free trade was, prior to the coronavirus, mopping up the last few remaining puddles of poverty on the planet, 
and the effect was most marked particularly in those Asian and African countries that were leaving previously closed, 
autarkic, self-reliant systems and joining the global economy.” (Lord Hannan of Kingsclere)

 � “The real lesson we should have learned over the past twelve months is how important imports are.” (Lord Hannan)

 � “Beyond the division of labor, trade is peaceful exchange – voluntary exchange – and how important these things are 
can be very much seen by a very big social experiment that was conducted in Germany until 1990: the GDR versus the 
Federal Republic.” (Daniel Kaddik)

 � “The importance of a legal framework that supports the free market can’t be understated; you can’t have a free 
market without a good and stable political system.” (Georgiana Constantin-Parke)

 � “Isolationism is not just a secure road for poverty; even just in human terms, it’s a humiliation of ordinary people.” 
(Pencho Penchev)

Lord Hannan of KingsclereMomtchil Karpouzanov

Georgiana Constantin-Parke Pencho PenchevDaniel Kaddik

Robert White
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Bratislava

BRATISLAVA

May 28th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/4S8t9FxhAWs

RECAP: 

After many years, the last year’s organization of the 
traditional international conference Free Market 
Roadshow, which has been organized by Institute on 
Economic and Social Studies (INESS) in cooperation 
with Austrian Economics Center (AEC) was cancelled 
due to the pandemic. This year it was brought back 
– into the online space – and dedicated to the topic 
which has been perhaps the most pertinent for the last 
year and for many years to come: Pandemic Lessons. 
 On Friday 28 May 2021, the online event was opened by 
director of AEC Dr. Barbara Kolm, who presented the main 
challenges European countries are facing and concerns 
about the possible approaches of individual countries and 
the whole European Union in response to the Covid-19 
pandemic. 
 The director of INESS Dr. Richard Durana introduced 
INESS as the local organizer of FMRS. Thereafter, an analyst 
from INESS Martin Vlachynsky welcomed the audience, 
presented the theme of the conference, and introduced 
the keynote speaker of the event – Iain Murray.
 Iain Murray as Vice President for Strategy at Competitive 
Enterprise Institute in USA in his address pointed out the 
danger of pandemic regulations – their unknown costs. 
He mentioned the irrelevance of some of the regulations, 
which has only emerged during the pandemic. 
Furthermore, he stressed the importance of deregulation 
of the business environment as well as free enterprise 
system and free trade. In his speech he referred to one of 
Kipling’s poems – The Gods of the Copybook Headings, in 
which the author emphasized importance of adherence 
to eternal truths and how often we are distracted from 
them when it comes to regulation and free enterprise 
system.
 Iain Murray’s contribution was followed by panel 
discussion of three speakers from Slovakia and Czech 
Republic. The first of them – Dr. Robert Chovanculiak, 
INESS analyst spoke about current pandemic situation, 
new solutions which the internet has brought since last 
year, and clever innovators on various platforms, who 
made it possible for a vast number of people to work, 
educate themselves, or order food, services, and goods 
from the comfort of their home. Thanks to them, we will 
extricate ourselves from the pandemic much better than 
if it had come, say, 20 years ago.
 The second speaker, Dr. Petr Bartoň from Natland 
Investment Group focused on the topic of fiscal policy, 
governments’ interventions, and failures during the 
pandemic. Furthermore, he noted newly implemented 
“BCC system”. In the past, BCC meant “blind carbon 
copy” and was used when sending a copy of an email to 
someone without the knowledge of the other person. 
Nowadays, it means “BeCause of Covid” and is being used 
as justification of policies and procedures, which had 
been considered wrong and inappropriate before the 
covid pandemic. 
 The speech of the third and the last speaker, Dr. Dominik 
Stroukal from Prague CERVO Institute University was 
devoted to monetary policy of the world’s major central 
banks, inflation, and importance of alternative currencies. 
 The individual contributions were followed by a short 
moderated discussion related to government’s steps 
against lockdown, decentralized solutions to the pandemic 
and its impact not only to economy, but also social life.

Program

Pandemic Lessons

Moderator:  Martin Vlachynsky, INESS

Partner Introduction

   Richard Ďurana, INESS

Key note: Nonintended Consequences of Regulations

   Iain Murray, Competitive Enterprise Institute

Panel: Pandemic Lessons

   Panelists:  

   Petr Barton, Natland Investment Group

   Robert Chovanculiak, INESS

   Dominik Stroukal, CEVRO Institute University  
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 � “Even in situations when the internet platforms did not perform ideally, we have to compare it to a situation without 
internet services. Internet helped us to survive the pandemics relatively unscathed.” (Iain Murray)

 � “Uncertainty is the job of every investor – investors are merchants of uncertainty. Investor invest into something, 
because he has better information, or maybe the investor believes he can have better result than anyone else. However, 
the uncertainty is still there. When we see politicians (not only in Czech context) during the Covid, whose actions resemble 
the random Brown movement, I am afraid it makes the work of an investor more complicated.” (Petr Bartoň)

 � “I am fascinated and surprised, that even during the worst economic and human times in the past 90 years, where 
we see the state totally failed, that doing things from the bottom was much better. But the results is, that when you ask 
people, they tell you we need state for the situations like the pandemics.” (Dominik Stroukal)

Iain MurrayMartin Vlachynsky

Petr Barton Dominik StroukalRobert Chovanculiak

Richard Ďurana
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Bucharest

BUCHAREST

June 17th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/2cw7ZLuFnuw

Recap: 

The keynote speaker of FMRS Bucharest was John 
Charalambakis who said that people do not receive 
education but only training. He thinks that a tragedy, 
because by failing to educate and rather focusing on one 
particular discipline, there will be long term consequences 
for economies, for societies and it will be extremely 
damaging for democracy. 
 For the sustainment of democracy as a real idea, it 
requires the creation and sustainment of a middle class. 
For that we need first, a legal infrastructure to ensure the 
rule of law, second, the physical infrastructure such as 
roads, ports, airports to ensure mobility. Without mobility, 
society will stagnate. Third, we need a social infrastructure, 
a major component of which is the educational system. 
Fourth, we need a financial infrastructure for liquidity.
  Countries without democracy do not have a middle 
class, and countries that are slowing down, are losing their 
middle class. One of the most important ingredients to 
create ans sustain a middle class is education. We need 
an educational system that created life-long learners. 
Unfortunately, education these days masquerades 
activism as education. We train robots, but not free 
thinkers, capable of integrating different disciplines. 
 If a company does not choose a free thinker and life-
long learner for its board, it undermines the productivity of 
the company. Investors require a return. Empirical studies 
have shown that in the first few years a trained person 
has a higher rate of return for every year of schooling. 
But when we observe a longer time span, the educated 
person has a much higher rate of return.
 Due to COVID-19, students all over the world have 
lost between 1 and 1 1/2 years of their education. And 
over the next 50 years, that will cost trillions of Dollars: 
we will lose in income, growth rate of GDP, employment 
and profitability. The economy will accumulate the losses 
in education; there will be problems in the supply chain 
that cause bottle necks. Countries will try to solve the 
problems by throwing money at them. This may lead to 
inflationary pressures that destabilize the economies. 

Program

Do we raise a generation without perspective?

Moderator:  Lucian Botea, Romanian-American University

Partner Introduction

   Presentation of the Romanian-American University

Key note: Illiberal Education and Degradation of Democracy

   John Charalambakis, Blacksummit Financial Group Inc

Panel: Do we raise a generation without perspective?

   Panelists:  

   Matei Dumitrescu, Partner to ROCA X

   Ovidiu Neacsu, Societatea pentru Libertate individuala

   Mirela Pascu, Ayn Rand Centre Romania and Founder of the 

   project #EuGândesc   
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Mirela Pascu

 � “Instead of educating a person, we rather degrade a person by training a robot to do particular tasks. A true education 
integrates different disciplines [so that a student] can become a free thinker.” (John Charalambakis)

 � “The reality is that everyday we are facing significant problems in the corporate, financial, governmental, NGO, 
etc market places . All these problems require solutions. Before we can find a solution, we need to comprehend the 
problem.  In order to do that, we need free thinkers who can understand the different dimensions of the problem.” (John 
Charalambakis)

John CharalambakisLucian Botea

Mirela Pascu Ovidiu NeascuMatei Dumitrescu

Romanian-American University
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IAŞI

Iaşi

May 31st

Recording:
https://youtu.be/XrGhXjP9k70

Recap: 

The keynote speaker Roberto Salinas-León started with 
the concept of the nanny state and its limitations. Only the 
ideas of liberty that help us construct a proper sustained 
recovery after the pandemic and the economic damage 
that it has occasioned. Autocracy and authoritarianism are 
on the rise all over the world. Latin America in particular 
has seen an ever stronger illiberal populism dominating 
the political discussion. It is no longer an issue of left vs 
right, or capitalism vs socialism, or “us” vs “them”, it is the far 
reaching phenomenon of how illiberal populists presume 
to have a monopoly on the truth and a privileged access 
to reality. The climate of intolerance during the pandemic 
has bred the different specimen of politician how imposes 
his preconceived version of the world upon us. 
 That is accompanied by an empowered nanny state. 
Politicians in various countries promise their version of a 
free lunch; whether it be free vacchines, or free medical 
health care or free nutrition or free access to a dignified 
lifestyle, there is always the idea of a free handout, the 21st 
century version of what the Nobel prize winner Octavio 
Paz called the “Philanthropic Ogre”.
 The beneficiaries of these handouts become political 
clients and will sustain these illiberal populists, many 
of whom are anti-democratic, because power corrupts 
and they want to perpetuate their power. This threatens 
the institutional wherewithal of our liberal democracies 
throughout Latin America. 
  He quoted Carmen  Reinhard who said that this crisis 
is different. Because of the pandemic and the lockdowns 
imposed not only the aggregated demand was frozen, but 
also the aggregate supply. The economic world is a zombie: 
no commerce, no demand, no supply and consequently 
the economic growth suffered an enormous collapse not 
seen since the Great Depression. A tremendous amount 
of financial volatility, depreciation of currencies, and 
uncertainty ensued.
 The simple truth of liberty is that when trade is free and 
voluntary, locally and internationally, one side benefits 
only when the other benefits too. 
 The first panelist Cristian Manolachi stressed that 
we need to deal with the needy-baby-citizen mentality 
rather than criticizing the nanny approach of the state. 
This mentality was forged in decades and centuries. He 
explained the roots of this for Romania. After World War I, 
the government introduced an agrarian reform in order 
to start the transition from the more medieval structures 
with huge farms owned by a few local noblemen to a nation 
state with small landowners. It resulted in disaster as the 
peasants didn’t have the skills, tools and proper conditions 
to survive. The government offered cheap credits, but 
when the financial crisis hit, the peasants were ruined. 
And we still hear people praise the protective communist 
state that offered a secure job. The attitude was, “we are 
entitled to state generosity.” Today, the pandemic offers 
the perfect excuse for the state to intervene, to “save the 
people”. 
 The second panelist Tudor Smirna explained that the 
nanny state started to expand in the 30ies. The solutions 
for the crisis now are the same that didn’t work in the past. 
More and more percentages of the GDP are dedicated 
to welfare. At the same time the tax revenues have 
stagnated. The states have only inflated the money supply  
and intervened in the economy.

Program

Welfare and Nanny State – Protection now – 
Subjugation tomorrow

Moderator:  Federico N. Fernández, Austrian Economics Center, Fundación  

   International Bases

Partner Introduction

   Anca Lungu, Friedrich von Hayek Institute Romania

Key note: The Concept of the Nanny State

   Roberto Salinas León, Mexico Business Forum

Panel: Welfare and Nanny State – Protection now – Subjugation tomorrow

   Panelists:  

   Cristian Manolachi, Babes Bolyai University of Cluj Napoca

   Tudor Smirna, Ludwig von Mises Institute Romania / Bucharest  

   University of Economic Studies   
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 � “The political consequence of COVID-19 has been the rise of autocrats and the strengthening of authoritarianism.” 
(Roberto Salinas León)

 � “The Nanny State stems from a zero-sum mentality. “ (Roberto Salinas León)

 � “We need to address the needy-baby-citizen mentality rather than criticizing the nanny approach of the state.” 
(Cristian Manolachi)

 � “We still hear nostalgic people praising the protective communist state.” (Cristian Manolachi)

 � “We should not question whether we need the welfare, but whether we need to state to take care of it.” (Tudor Smirna)

Roberto Salinas-LeónFederico N. Fernández

The Panel Tudor SmirnaCristian Manolachi

Anca Lungu
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Recap: 

In this webinar, hosted by Nataliya Melnyk from the 
Bendukidze Free Market Center in Kyiv, the panel 
discussion went immediately in medias res. Georgiana 
Constantin-Parke referred to her home country Romania 
which had suffered from communism. Still, there is a 
desire for more regulation, people had all these horrible 
events in their lives, couldn’t practice their religion, were 
oppressed by the state and yet they acquired a victim 
mentality and belief that only the state can help. People 
do not take responsibility for their fives and push it to the 
state. 
 One of the parties in power in Romania claims to 
be classical liberal and are at the same time trying to 
introduce more state control. People are left with a 
broken independence, a broken self-esteem, and the 
feeling that the state should solve all issues. In Romania, 
the rule of law is a big problem, because the people in 
power either belonged to the communist regime or were 
raised by them. 
 There are tendencies in the US too. But they have the 
excuse of not having experienced state control. Romania 
should have learned its lesson in history. It is scary to 
hear young people talk about more state power, more 
regulation, talk against freedoms.
 Tomas Forgac added that this legacy seems not related 
to communism only, as we see these tendencies in the EU 
as well. Western bureaucrats who never experienced the 
Soviet style state are in favor of central planning. People 
advocate for redistribution but it only makes economy 
stagnate. Compare the economic performance of EU 
countries before and after they joined the EU – there is a 
striking difference.  
 Within the EU, all businesses have to follow the rules of 
international trade, even if they don’t do business outside 
their country’s borders. That was one of the arguments 
of UK to leave, because 98% of British businesses don’t 
interact outside the UK.
 Countries that want to join the EU have to abandon 
preexisting trade contracts. A radical decentralization is 
the only sustainable way. We need of focus more on the 
individual. Money is the biggest issue. By exiting the fiat 
money banking system through crypto currencies, we can 
get closer to freedom.
 The third speaker, Nils Karlson stated that the system of 
communism is dead. He claimed that people don’t believe 
in central planning like in five year plans, public ownership 
of production, but there is a belief in regulations and 
interventions in markets and society. It is important to 
distinguish between rules and regulations. A free society, 
a free market, a civil society, a constitutional democracy 
needs rules such as private property rights, rule of law, 
constitutional and limited government. Regulations 
however, mean tyranny. 
 Karlson explains the example of protection of 
unemployment. This regulation was put in place for 
benevolent reasons, employees want security on the 
job. But as a consequence markets work less well, less 
jobs are created, less investments taken. In the end 
this regulation is counterproductive: the security of the 
jobmarket decreases. And more regulation is coming, not 
only from the national governments, but also from the EU, 
especially the European Pillar of Social Rights will cause 
social problems. 

KYIV

Kyiv

May 26th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/CtJ532xsXHc

Program

Non-intended consequences of regulations: what 
we have forgotten since 1989

Moderator:  Federico Fernandez, Austrian Economics Center, Fundación  

   Bases

Partner Introduction

   Natalyia Melnyk, Bendukidze Free Market Center

Panel: Non-intended consequences of regulations: what we have forgotten since 1989

   Panelists:  

   Georgiana Constantin-Parke, Helms School of Government at  

   Liberty University

   Tomas Forgac, LVMI CZ

   Nils Karlson, The Ratio Institute   
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 � “If Romanian Business owners were asked, ‘If you are having trouble with your business, what would be the right 
action to take,’ they would answer, ‘the state should come and help me.” People push the responsibility to the state.” 
(Georgiana Constantin-Parke)

 � “The biggest hurt from state control is a legacy of desire for more state control.” (Georgiana Constantin-Parke)

 � “Despite seeing central planning fail miserably, we see (…)redistribution mechanisms created across the continents 
which create economic stagnation.” (Tomas Forgac)

 � “Hayek showed in his book The Road to Serfdom if Communism is tyranny in big steps, regulations are tyranny in small 
steps.” (Nils Karlson) 

The PanelFederico N. Fernández

Nils Karlson Georgiana Constantin-ParkeTomas Forgac

Nataliya Melnyk
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London

LONDON

July 23rd

Recording:
https://youtu.be/9h7Yeu3x1eE

RECAP: 

Barbara Kolm started the Free Market Road Show London 
with her key note on regulation. She said that the pandemic 
has shown the best and the worst in our society. While 
many were frozen in shock and panic, others took matters 
into their hands and helped neighbors, offered various 
voluntary services or even started a business. Solidarity, 
responsibility, and the will to get through together and 
leave none behind. 
 This would have been the moment to suspend all non-
health related regulations. Societies would have organized 
themselves. Let offers emerge where demand is without 
bureaucratic detours. The initial chaos would not have 
lasted long and we could have released important 
resources. It would have been worth it, even if the only 
effect were the psychological feeling of not being subject 
to the situation, but being able to act. For centuries, 
self-organization has been the motor of improving our 
living-conditions and this is why research, development, 
and production work. Entrepreneurs want to improve 
things, whether for themselves or for others, is irrelevant, 
because everybody profits.
 After the key note, Eamonn Butler named the various 
challenges entrepreneurs face: changes in demand and 
supply, labor conditions, changes in taxes and regulation. 
The last one changes regularly and makes it difficult 
especially for small businesses to catch up. There are 
regulations on the production process, weight consistency, 
packing, labeling, regulations on employment, working 
hours, minimum wages, etc. It is costly to even find out 
what the current regulations are, e.g. the EU regulation 
is reckoned to be 110,000 pages long. Regulation is often 
sought by established companies, in order to keep away 
smaller businesses.
 Don Watkins explained the difference between laws 
and regulations. We need laws to protect us from bad 
people and bad business practices, fraud, etc. But he was 
strictly against treating business people like criminals. 
That is what the regulatory state does. 
 Laws protect freedom by prohibiting actions that violate 
rights and regulations – a better name would be controls 
– violate freedom. Don thought that there is no place in a 
civilized society for such a control over individual choice. 
It amounts to giving governments arbitrary power over 
us at the expense of our rights and freedoms. In other 
areas than business, we object to this kind of preventive 
law. We would not tolerate a regulatory state for parents 
to have protective services checking in once a month 
and pocking around your home and telling them how to 
raise their children. Why can’t we extend the same view 
on businesses? According to Don, the answer lies in 
our conception of the profit motif, which is considered 
suspicious.
 Douglas Carswell pointed out that we have to thank 
innovative entrepreneurs for the technology that allows 
us to participate in an event while sitting thousands 
of miles apart. The problem with regulation is that it 
is created by people who presume to know the future. 
governments believe that that you can put enough data 
on a spreadsheet, use a model and you know what is 
to come. But there are too many variables. The driver 
behind regulation is parasitic. Regulations serve vested 
interests of the state. Societies thrive only in a free market 
environment, where the productive prevail.

Program

Regulation vs Entrepreneurship

Moderator:  Razi Ginzberg, Ayn Rand Centre UK

Partner Introduction

   Razi Ginzberg, Ayn Rand Centre UK

Key note: Limitation of Individual and Entrepreneurial Freedom

   Barbara Kolm, Austrian Economics Center, Hayek Institut

Panel: Regulation vs Entrepreneurship

   Panelists:  

   Eamonn Butler, Adam Smith Institute

   Don Watkins, Freelance Writer

   Douglas Carswell   
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 � “The forced inactivity of the ‘homo entrepreneuricus’ only leads to a personal frustration and economic hardship. It 
also interrupts the progress of society, even humanity in a way that cannot be measured.” (Barbara Kolm)

 � “We have forgotten that entrepreneurship provides solutions to our everyday problems. (…) Entrepreneurial freedom 
is causally related to our individual freedom and wellbeing.” (Barbara kolm)

 � “Regulation threatens the productivity of enterprises. It causes unproductive entrepreneurship. Take for example the 
lawyers your can hire to get around these regulations. That’s no way to run a business.” (Eamonn Butler)

 � “I’m in favor of laws that protect us from (…) fraud. But I’m adamantly opposed to treating business people like 
criminals. And that is what the regulatory state does.” (Don Watkins)

 � “We see a symbiotic relationship between parasitic vested interests and the administrative state. To impose 
regulations is not in the interest of the consumer.” (Douglas Carswell)

Barbara KolmRazi Ginzberg

Douglas Carswell Don WatkinsEamonn Butler

The Panel
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London

LONDON

September 18th

David Game College
31 Jewry St, 
London, EC3N 2ET 
United Kingdom

RECAP: 

Eamonn Butler spoke about the divisions emerging 
in contemporary politics. Disparate groups across 
the political spectrum are highlighting their own 
understanding of individual rights and obligations in the 
economy and society. However, seeking to identify cross-
concerns, it remains worth asking whether these divisions 
can be overcome without first reconceptualizing the role 
of government. Tribalism at work in respects to trade is a 
cause of concern for global economic growth, especially 
when used badly.   
 Daniel Hannan spoke of the dangers of romanticizing 
the pre-industrial past, as typified by the myth of strong 
communal sensibilities. While periods of industrialization 
around the world bring images of hardship best symbolized 
by slums of the city, industrialization also offers the 
development and allows for a conception of the future. In 
this respect, there is an aspiration that things will improve 
for the poorest in society. Free trade can overcome 
the stratification of society into rigid groups, thereby 
overcoming some of the strictures defining tribalism. In 
contrast to Butler, however, Hannan is more sympathetic 
to the attachments that we appear to have to our tribes, 
our groups, thus reflecting similar sensibilities. 
 Yaron Brook described that the material abundance 
offered by industrialism and driven by capitalism is scarcely 
appreciated in the West. Brook traces these achievements 
to the Enlightenment. Tracing the ideas of this period 
in human history, he characterizes them as focused on 
the idea that reason is the means by which we come to 
knowledge. In contrast to the revelatory notion of knowledge 
imparted through the divine to the religiously minded and 
figures of authority; the focus on reason did to an extent 
give opportunity for freedom. For Brook, the past intellectual 
history can strengthen discussions regarding economics. 
He claims that discussions about economic theory are not 
enough to convince audiences that have largely moved 
beyond the traditional boundaries of the Left and Right.  
 Vera Kichanova outlined how the global COVID-19 
pandemic has caused major disruption to urban living, 
as exemplified by the exodus of employees from their 
employers’ offices to the confines of home office. 
Focusing primarily on the housing crisis in the city of 
London, Kichanova highlighted the damage felt during 
the pandemic and following lockdowns for young 
professionals. With a focus on the young, the realities of 
many was outlined as one of confinement. Nevertheless, 
in despite of the panic ensued by the pandemic, it has 
also provided opportunities for new forms of thinking and 
solutions offered by urban planners. Focusing primarily 
on the possible changes to U.K. planning legislation, 
the introduction of private sector solutions, and greater 
choices across the housing market, Kichanova presented 
a series of ways of building back better after the crisis. 
 Finally, Richard Zundritsch posed a series of questions 
regarding the relationship between the current pandemic 
and government, asking: why is it that government 
only grows?, why do we not work towards a concept of 
what the role of government should be in these times 
prior to government legislating or advising certain top-
down actions? In a way to challenge these assumptions, 
Zundritsch asked the audience to consider the principles 
of limitation in regards to the role of government, 
provocatively put: why do we even have governments?

Program

Tribalism vs Trade

4:00pm  Introduction

   Razi Ginzberg, Ayn Rand Centre UK

Panel 1: Tribalism vs. Trade

4:10pm - 5:45pm Moderator: Richard Zundritsch, Added Value

   Yaron Brook, Ayn Rand Institute

   Eamonn Butler, Adam Smith Institute

   Lord Hannan of Kingsclere, UK Board of Trade

Panel 2: Never Let a Good Crisis Go to Waste

6:00pm - 7:45pm Moderator: 

   Yaron Brook, Ayn Rand Institute

   Vera Kichanova, King’s College London

   Richard Zundtritsch, Added Value
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 � “Trade in general reduces tribalism because it spreads the different products of different countries, different peoples 
around the world. It spreads their culture and understanding – look at ethnic restaurants.” (Eamonn Butler)

 � “At the one end of the spectrum is a country that has elevated self-sufficiency to its supreme governing principle: 
North Korea. At the other end of the scale I give you the country that imports every edible ounce, that doesn’t grow any 
food and that depends on imports: Singapore. Where would you rather live?” (Lord Hannan of Kingsclere)

 � “It’s truly a tragedy that we here in the West have almost no appreciation for the wealth and prosperity we have. (…) 
The source of this are enlightenment ideas.” (Yaron Brook)

 � “A key warning that Hayek spoke about is that politicians have a tendency in times of crisis to rule with emergency 
powers.” (Richard Zundritsch)

 � “Never trust the government to solve our problems! Most changes do not come from planners, they are bottom-up.” 
(Vera Kichanova)

Richard ZundritschRazi Ginzberg

Panel 2Panel 1
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MUNICH

Munich

May 27th
Recording:
https://youtu.be/f64pz8vJQO0

Recap: 

Ingo Friedrich from the European Economic Senate, 
introduced the topic of the discussion and stated that 
according to the proverb that there is a chance in every 
challenge, many companies had good ideas during the 
pandemic. He quoted Otto von Habsburg who said, “The 
solution to a big, new problem, is seldom money, but a 
new idea.” 
 The first key note was held be Barbara Kolm. She 
summarized the situation of European countries and their 
various branches. Industry has already performing better 
that before the crisis, whereas the services sector still 
needs to catch up. The export sector suffered great cuts; 
import was affected too, but not as badly as the export 
sector. Due to the lockdowns, private consummation was 
reduced to the minimum; the money was saved and will 
very likely be spend now that the shops are open and 
travels are possible again. 
 The pandemic has highlighted problems that were 
ignored before the crisis, such as high taxes, better 
support for the business location. The actions during 
the pandemic have added more problems, such as 
growing national debt. Subsidies and kurzarbeit have 
been very helpful short term, but should now end. To 
help entrepreneurs, other measures should be taken. 
Kolm suggested to suspend the corporate tax, lower the 
top income tax rate and wage costs. Another issue is the 
work-life balance leaning too much on the life-side. Home 
office has caused a dramatical reduction of productivity 
in some sectors. But the pandemic has also shown what 
innovation can do in digitalization, smart technology, 
sustainability, and life-long learning to adapt to new 
situations. Regulation should be reduced.
 The next speaker, Franz Josef Pschierer, agreed with 
Kolm that the pandemic has revealed old problems. 
Digitalization in administration and education was not 
up to date. He stated that Germany ranked behind Baltic 
and Scandinavian countries. In addition to that, Germany 
suffers from a slow administration and too much 
bureaucracy.
 Pschierer was troubled by the fact that the EU is more 
concerned with regulating the competition among the 
EU member states, than with the competitiveness of EU 
countries compared to USA, Russia, and China. But this 
topic will be especially important when it comes to creating 
tomorrow’s jobs. Europe needs to define the relation with 
the Biden administration or Russia. 
 Then he mentioned the upcoming elections of the 
German Bundestag. If left parties win, Germany will see 
an increase of taxes as well as new ones, like a tax on 
wealth. Germany already has the highest prices on energy 
within the EU. And this is one of the reasons for a weaker 
competitiveness as business location. There are no 
incentives for founding a new business. You can protect 
the climate with laws and bans, but he would prefer to 
work with incentives. 
 The last speech gave Rolf von Hohenhau who 
emphasized that he and the taxpayers organizations will 
urge the administrations of the country and federal level to 
return to financial solidity. Debt has risen to astronomical 
heights in Germany and in the EU. He too warned of the 
possible victory of the Green Party and the tax increase 
they probably would introduce.

Program

Was kommt nach der Corona-Pandemie?
– Die Krise als Chance nutzen! Wie ein Neustart der 
Wirtschaft gelingen könnte

Moderator:  Ingo Friedrich, Europäischer Wirtschaftssenat, Vizepräsident  

   Europäisches Parlament ret.

Partner Introduction

   Ingo Friedrich, Europäischer Wirtschaftssenat, Vizepräsident  

   Europäisches Parlament ret.

Key note: Entwicklungen während und nach der Pandemie

   Barbara Kolm, Oesterreichische Nationalbank, Austrian  
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Key note: Was kommt nach der Pandemie
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Sclusswort  Rolf von Hohenhau, Bund der Steuerzahler in Bayern e.V., Bund  
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 � “The free market guarantees economic growth. Entrepreneurs have been most successful, when they are free from 
over-boarding regulation and can act in a  free market environment.” (Barbara Kolm)

 � “Private property is one of the cornerstones of our society, and it must not be questioned. We should not forget that 
private property enabled the German economic miracle.” (Barbara Kolm)

 � “Germany has an inflated public sector with administrative personnel thinking all day long about how can we make 
life more difficult for entrepreneurs.” (Franz Josef Pschierer)

 � “We need to ensure that the EU does not interfere too much in local issues. And we have to fight for the continued 
unanimity voting and against European taxes.” (Rolf von Hohenhau)

Barbara KolmIngo Friedrich

Paul Rübig Rolf von HohenhauFranz Josef Pschierer
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PODGORICA

Podgorica
May 13th

Recap: 

Lawrence Reed started has keynote by quoting the 
founder of the Foundation for Economic Education 
who’s philosophy was “Anything Peaceful”. He meant if an 
activity does not harm the rights, property, of lives of other 
people, you should be free to engage in it. Reed specified 
that the law should leave peaceful people alone. Live and 
let live. This idea is relatively new, it was revolutionary 
250 years ago, when governments meddled in every 
aspect of life. The enlightenment led to an explosion of 
productivity and wealth; a key element in that was private 
entrepreneurship: the freedom to take risks, employ and 
accumulate capital, create businesses, serve customers, 
innovate, and enjoy the fruits of one’s efforts. All we have 
to do, is leave them alone.
 Entrepreneurship desperately needs encouragement. 
Entrepreneurs posses the courage to follow an idea, think 
big, endure set backs and failures. Encouragement in the 
right place can accomplish remarkable transformations in 
people and economies, because humans react positively to 
incentives and negatively to disincentives. Entrepreneurs 
produce wealth by risking, investing, inventing, innovating, 
employing, and serving customers. In many countries, 
governments drive businesses off the playing field by hight 
taxes, overboarding regulation, entrepreneurial freedom 
replaced by bureaucrats barking orders. Politicians should 
realize that entrepreneurship works without government 
intervention. Ronald Reagan warned us that “Freedom is 
never more than a generation away from extinction.” We 
need to fight for it and teach our children to do the same. 
If we do not protect freedom it is gone for a long time. 
 Then Reed summarized the nine principles of freedom: 
Freedom is our birth right. Freedom doesn’t mean you 
can do what you want, your’s ends were mine begins. 
Freedom is not automatic or guaranteed. Freedom can 
be voted away. Freedom doesn’t mean you can take other 
people’s stuff. Freedom produces unequal outcomes. 
Freedom requires high standards of honesty, humility, 
responsibility, patience, and self-discipline. The freedom 
to be an entrepreneur is no less important than any other 
freedom. Freedom is what makes life worth living.
 Barbara Kolm followed Lawrence Reed in her 
argumentation. She said that we need to consider the 
framework which is provided by politicians and the mind 
set of the individual. To be an entrepreneur means to take 
risks, but also to be able to grab an opportunity when it 
presents itself. However, there are external shocks, like the 
Coronacrisis that nobody could have foreseen. It destroyed 
businesses as well as gave the opportunity to create new 
ones. The framework to encourage entrepreneurship 
includes sound money, individual freedom, rule of law, 
individual responsibility, and low taxes. 
 Per Bylund concentrated on the consequences 
of regulations and patents on entrepreneurship. 
Regulations discourage the sort of entrepreneurship we 
all benefit from. On the other hand Bylund warns to offer 
special favors like subsidies that support to wrong kind of 
entrepreneurship. It is the same case with IP and patents. 
Both distort the market. Without them, the entrepreneur  
faces the supply side – how am I going to be better 
than my competitors – and the demand side – how am 
I offering my goods the way consumers want it – of an 
economy. IP rights spare them of the supply side, as it 
reduces competition.

Recording:
https://youtu.be/h8tFUZAMZC0

Program

Encouraging Entrepreneurship

Moderator:  Ivan Jovetic, University of Donja Gorica

Partner Introduction

   Marija Radunović, University of Donja Gorica

Key note: Encouragement looms large

   Larry Reed, Foundation for Economic Education
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 � “When the enlightenment led to liberal ideas and policies, the result was an explosion in productivity and wealth the 
world had never seen before.” (Lawrence Reed)

 � “The entrepreneur is the unsung hero of our high standards of living.” (Lawrence Reed)

 � “If we are not free as individuals or entrepreneurs, we will not get anywhere.” (Barbara Kolm)

 � “There is trail and error. Never give in! Consequently follow your path and look at the goad you have in mind!” 
(Barbara Kolm)

 � “As libertarians we are already aware that regulations are a burden for entrepreneurs. These regulations force them 
in the wrong direction.” (Per Bylund)

Lawrence ReedIvan Jovetić

The Panel Per BylundBarbara Kolm

Marija Radunović
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PODGORICA

Podgorica
June 15th

Recap: 

Nima Sanandaji’s keynote speech was about how regulations 
influence innovation? He referred to his book “The Henry 
Fords of Health Care”. In his basic thesis, he strongly 
criticized the western system of health care, saying that it 
lacks innovation and cannot lead to productivity increases. 
Hospitals and health had always been completely private 
until the welfare state came. Countries like India, China 
or Singapore have given the reins to the “Henry Fords of 
health care”, resulting in a completely private system that is 
far superior to that of the West. 
 To illustrate this, he described the example of an Indian 
doctor. He first opened a completely private hospital 
for heart operations. Each room had a special task with 
special teams; it was set up like an assembly line and 
was highly standardized. The doctors always do the 
same thing, don’t have to bother with bureaucracy and 
government regulations. With lower costs, the treatment 
is comparable to the results from the US. This idea 
then gave rise to Health city, which contains specialized 
departments for all areas of health. 
 Krassen Stanchev started the panel. He supported the 
thesis of the previous speaker in the following three points, 
which by his understanding are usually forgotten. First, 
the role of the poor is important. Forty years ago, it was 
decided that “being poor” was a “different” problem, so  
today people have no incentive to want to leave “poverty”. 
Second, an overestimation of the macroeconomic 
dimension of innovation. People think that the richer the 
economy, the more innovation there is, but this is wrong. 
Finally, he described the role of education. Specialization 
is not so important, but rather that people learn and 
internalize basic values such as fairness, honesty, loyalty 
and responsibility. 
 Kajsa Wilhelmsson opened her contribution with the 
sentence: “I think Nima got all the facts wrong, but his 
conclusion in the end is right”. She made it clear that one 
should not fall for the leftist narrative that cost increases are 
not sustainable. Health spending is so high precisely because 
we have an incredible increase in productivity. This, in turn, 
is due to the extreme – growth in knowledge and the more 
diverse and specialized treatment options. Henry Fordisation 
has already started in the West, so one has to state that 
the Western model is a success story. It is therefore not 
permissible – as did Nima Sanandaji – to refer primarily to the 
UK as a negative example. Rather, one should focus on the 
many functioning systems in Germany, Italy or Sweden.
 She debunked the myth that hospitals have always been 
private. From the 16th century, for example, the Swedish state 
took over the hospitals from the church after the Reformation. 
In 1863, the current model was implemented, but it includes 
both private and state actors under state auspices.
 Precisely because the Western health care system has been 
such a success, residents of Western countries do not see a 
rosy future for their system, while emerging and developing 
countries see great potential. Because the western health 
system already works so well, common causes of death 
such as lower respiratory infections, diarrhea, malaria, road 
injuries, HIV, etc. no longer play a role. For her, globalization 
has shown that we can all learn from each other and that 
the solutions to many problems lies within the private sector. 
However, the argument for capitalism can only be won if one 
has the facts straight and correctly assesses that the health 
care system in the West was and is a complete success.

Recording:
https://youtu.be/U8Jbu3eTsTU

Program

Innovative East – Regulated West

Moderator:  Jadranka Kaludjerovic, University of Donja Gorica

Partner Introduction

   Marija Radunović, University of Donja Gorica

Key note: We need Innovation in Health Care

   Nima Sanandaji, author
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   Krassen Stanchev, Sofia University

   Kajsa Wilhelmsson, Oxford Health System Reform Group Ltd 
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 � “I think that the west needs to learn from India, China, Middle East, a simple lesson: allow radical innovation. Open 
up trade of health. […] [Because ] basically the Henry Fords of health care have created hospitals that are more dynamic 
than the one we find in the west.” (Nima Sanandaji)

 � “People basically think the wealthier the economy the more the innovation. […]But that’s not necessarily true.” 
(Krassen Stanchev)

 � “If we look upon the cost increase in the West the last couple of decades, compared to the increase of GDP spent on 
IT, no one would say  that that was wrong.[…] The reason why we are spending more and more on health care is simply 
because of the enormous productivity increase.” (Kajsa Wilhelmsson)

 � “In low income country the leading cause of death is that babies die in their first year, that’s not even on the map in 
Europe.” (Kajsa Wilhelmsson)

Nima SanandajiJadranka Kaludjerovic

The Panel Krassen StanchevKajsa Wilhelmsson

Marija Radunovic
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PORTO

Porto
June 12th

Recap: 

The keynote speaker of FMRS Porto, Gloria Álvarez, 
started with a provoking statement: Regulations are 
a fantastic idea that sounds fair and just. Without 
government control the right get richer and the poor 
poorer. Then she set it right: Government regulations 
are only effective in making people equally poor rather 
than letting them get richer. Regulations distort the 
market, they create oligarchies, elites who get protected 
due to the regulations. 
 Every time regulations mess up with prices, we no 
longer have a reference of what people are willing to 
pay for a product. Scarcity is created. Regulations are 
intended to protect the weak from the strong in a given 
market, but in reality it ends up harming the weak and 
privileging the strong.
 The panelists Pedro Martins, Pedro Santa-Clara 
and moderator Carlos Guimarães Pinto agreed that 
regulations were usually implemented to help someone.
  State regulations are always justified by extremely 
good intentions. But we always forget that those who 
implement it are also humans who follow incentives. 
Occupational licensing is a form of government 
regulation that intends to protect consumers from the 
risk of unlicensed professionals. However, it is mostly 
used to protect those already in business from the 
effects of competition, which ends up deteriorating the 
quality of services provided and destroying employment.
 The spread of the new occupational licensing 
requirements in Portugal is a good proof of that. Several 
professional organizations have managed to convince 
legislators to give them the monopoly to decide who 
can and cannot perform certain jobs. A recent case 
surrounding the football manager Rúben Amorim 
brought attention to the issue. He was forbidden by his 
own professional organization from coaching top teams, 
fought against it and ended up winning the league. The 
case is still in court, and the National Football Coach 
Association is trying to prove that Rúben Amorim is not 
qualified enough to coach football teams.
 The impact of occupational licensing rules goes 
beyond the effect it has on competition at a national 
level. It also affects the single market for services and 
people’s mobility across the EU. PhD graduates in top 
universities have to return to their home countries and 
resubmit their thesis to national boards of compliance. 
Doctors are not allowed to practice in some countries 
without having their certifications approved by the local 
authorities, even within the European Union.
 In a world where you can access services online from 
professionals all over the world, this form of nationalistic 
protectionism imposed by national professional 
organizations is increasingly becoming an obstacle 
to economic development and free trade. In a world 
where most people can easily access online reviews for 
every type of service, regulations to protect consumers 
increasingly serve only to restrict competition. Low 
risk jobs in which the asymmetry of information is less 
relevant should be the first ones to be liberalized. All 
the others should follow.

Recording:
https://youtu.be/9bTBiox6XZM

Program

Regulations – Should the market be controlled?

Moderator:  Carlos Guimarães Pinto, Instituto +Liberdade

Partner Introduction
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 � “Only because we are unequal, we can benefit from trading with each other.” Gloria Álvarez)

 � “The original purpose of job regulations – which is to ensure that the services provided have a desirable level of 
quality – can easily become a means of restricting access to certain jobs in order to protect the economic interests of 
those already working at said jobs. This creates a split in the labor market that is very much undesirable and that clashes 
with the constitutional objectives of guaranteeing the freedom to choose an occupation.” (Pedro Martins)

 � “All of this comes at a great yet invisible cost, since the cost of the government regulating markets and firms is 
not mentioned in the state budget. However, this cost is supported by the people who consume the products of the 
companies subjected to these restrictions, and, mostly, by all the potential workers of certain professions that cannot 
access said jobs and, therefore, remain unemployed.” (Pedro Santa-Clara) 

 �  “The important thing to discuss is: the criteria that we should follow in order for certificates to be demandable, the 
extent to which they should be demanded, and, above all, who should issue said certificates.”  (Carlos Guimarães Pinto)

Gloria ÁlvarezCarlos Guimarães Pinto

The Panel Pedro MartinsPedro Santa-Clara

Carlos Guimarães Pinto 
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Rome
May 20th

Recap: 

The keynote speaker of FMRS Rome, Calum Nicholson 
analyzed the question whether we raise a generation 
of psychopaths. He started with the positive aspects of 
the growing understanding of mental health problems 
in society. It is one of the great achievements of the last 
decade to recognize the importance of empathy and to 
understand that mental problems need not be hidden. 
 But as with every major shift in culture, there has also 
been a downside. One of the by-products of the rising 
toxicity of social media, has been the sudden and weird 
political-economization of the language and lexicon of 
mental health. First, to struggle with one’s mental health 
is no longer understood only as a spectrum of human 
suffering. It is now also seen as an identity in and of itself, 
or even something positive – Greta Thunberg famously 
calls being autistic her ‘superpower’. When she declared 
her autism diagnosis, it also inoculated her – a public 
figure – against criticism, as any criticism was then easily 
framed as criticism of someone vulnerable. 
 Similarly, many public figures and journalists have found 
that to frame themselves as a victim – especially with 
regard to their mental health – is an effective way to gain 
traction in the culture. People are praised for ‘being brave’ 
in talking publicly about their mental health. There are 
innumerable writers and public figures today who appear 
to have become professionally ill – who talk of nothing but 
their vulnerability, or their victim status. As with so many 
other areas of capitalist culture, the incentives behind this 
are not about private healing. They are about money.
 Second, where once the discussion of mental health 
was exclusively concerned with understanding and 
empathizing with others, this was now joined by a 
concern for judging them, too. Bad private experiences 
were described in quasi-medical terms.  Implied in calling 
someone a psychopath is typically the drawing of a line 
between ‘us’ and ‘them’, between the ‘good’ or ‘sane’ 
people, and the ‘bad’ or ‘mad’.
 Cinzia Niolu openend the panel discussion; as 
psychiatrist she asked for a precise use of terms. 
Psychopathy is a diagnosis which is specifically defined 
with anti-social behavior and a tendency to criminality. 
In the neural and psychological development of children 
there is a short period called window of vulnerability or 
window of opportunities. When they are confronted 
with others in school, they might show symptoms like 
emotional imbalance, a difficulty in communication with 
others, or social isolation. 
 The pandemic made thinks worse: when children spend 
a lot of time on the internet – not necessarily addicted – 
but doing their school work, chatting with online friends, 
they talk to a camera. They are no longer facing real 
people, have no chance to empathize with them. The next 
issue is the internet itself; it broadens our knowledge, but 
it should not be used without guidance. We are raising a 
generation of lonely people. Loneliness is not being alone, 
it can only be experienced in the midst of other people, it 
is the feeling of being isolated.
 Pietro Paganini added that we are losing mobility. The 
pandemic has increased a tendency by forcing us to stay 
home. We discuss things on social media, but what kind 
of knowledge can we share there? It is only valid for the 
moment and then it disappears. It depends on us how we 
relate to that technology.

Recording:
https://youtu.be/0TUScomSzgU

Program

From Social Animal to Digital Isolation. 

Moderator:  Giacomo Bandini, Competere

Partner Introduction

   Giacomo Bandini, Competere

Key note: Are We Raising a Generation of Psychopaths?

   Calum Nicholson, Cambridge University

Panel: From Social Animal to Digital Isolation. A Discussion about Current and Future 

Generations

   Panelists:  

   Calum Nicholson, Cambridge University

   Cinzia Niolu, University of Rome

   Pietro Paganini, Fox School of Business, Temple Unviersity of  

   Philadelphia    
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 � “We had a far more emotionally and psychologically literate society. No longer would depression be something one 
would have to hide or gloss over, and at any rate keep silent about. (…) Knowledge would breed understanding, and lead 
to a more empathetic society. (Calum Nicholson)

 � “Mental health has become, like so many other aspects of our lives, something performative. And as a consequence, 
the labels and categories of mental health have gained utility and currency in the culture.” (Calum Nicholson) 

 � “The Internet doesn’t make us stupid. It broadens our knowledge, but the danger for our children lies in handling  
without boundaries.” (Cinzia Niolu)

 � “Loneliness today means we are surrounded by people who do not see us because they were distracted by their 
devices and don’t know hao to interact any more.” (Calum Nicholson)

 � “Kids follow all sorts of structured activities, but they have stopped playing.” (Pietro Paganini)

Calum TM NicholsonGiacomo Bandini

Cinzia Niolu Calum NicholsonPietro Paganini

Giacomo Bandini
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ROME

Rome
June 24th

Recap: 

The Free Market Road Show conducted a virtual conference 
in Rome, the theme of which was titled “Experiences in 
Banking.” Giacomo Bandini of Competere delivered the 
introduction, which presented the mission of Competere.  
Pietro Paganini, also of Competere, assumed the role of 
moderator for the event.
 Gordon Kerr provided the keynote address which 
focused upon the unintended monetary consequences 
of regulation throughout its post-1989 evolution. Mr. 
Kerr indicated the volume and influence of regulation 
and discussed the context of the 2007-8 financial crisis, 
outlining various rule changes relating to the management 
of credit risk. Additionally, referring to Karthik Ramanna’s 
term of “thin political markets, ” he explained a situation in 
which the general public is dissuaded from participating 
in the regulatory process. In particular, he described 
managers that are technically qualified to discuss the 
validity of financial rules yet are financially conflicted by 
the presence of insiders, and whose elaborate expertise 
discourages a public less-informed on regulations 
from participating. Mr. Kerr afterwards discussed the 
consequences of minimal public interest and involvement 
in the promulgation of financial regulation, returning 
again to 2007-8. He presented the financial crisis as 
consisting of two narratives, including the majority view 
that the crisis was caused by excessive risk relating to 
subprime mortgages, and the Bank of England view 
that only a temporary liquidity crisis was at hand. Mr. 
Kerr refuted the latter view by describing the enduring 
post-2007 failure of the interbank market, before which 
banks would lend to each other without collateral. Amidst 
this prevailing regulatory determination to avoid risk in 
lending decisions, Mr. Kerr predicted the emergence of 
a problem in the money system. He pointed especially to 
excessive central bank funding, a trend which he warned 
could be irreversible. He indicated that this practice by 
central banks to print money to lend to governments is in 
contradiction of free market principles.
 Valerio Lemma spoke next, discussing the continuous 
nature of global crises prior to and including the pandemic. 
He expressed the need to focus not upon what cannot be 
controlled, but upon what can be created. He spoke of 
the intrinsic instability of global capitalism, and the need 
to understand this global capitalism as a means of better 
understanding and responding to the various crises at hand. 
He concluded by reiterating the potential for a global capitalist 
perspective to make sense of the ongoing crisis, of which he 
in particular cited the inevitable increase in public debt and 
the need to accordingly support the European central bank.
 Lastly, Luca Bellardini expressed his agreement with Mr. 
Kerr’s assessment of public choice as well as the prevalence 
of regulation. Describing the extent to which central banks 
have intervened through actions such as injecting liquidity, he 
also discussed problems relating to the effect of low interest 
rates on citizens saving money. Mr. Bellardini presented 
the present situation as widely different from that in 1929, 
whereby today the role of central banks and regulatory 
agencies is far greater. He spoke broadly of a regulatory 
failure, along with the tendency for the pandemic measures 
to exacerbate the recession. He also rejected the idea that 
the present crisis was a black swan event, indicating that it 
could have been addressed beforehand were central banks 
not trapped in a continuous cycle of interventions.

Recording:
https://youtu.be/zNSiCK-iivs
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Regulations – Experiences in Banking

Moderator:  Pietro Paganini, Competere
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Key note: Regulation in Banking

   Gordon Kerr, Cobden Partners Ltd
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   Valerio Lemma, Dentons and Università G. Marconi  
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 � “The sheer volume of regulations is so great, so vast. I have estimated previously it would take the average man a 
couple hundred years to read and understand all the regulations in banking.” (Gordon Kerr)

 � “I think there’s going to be a situation where we’re in some kind of crisis of confidence in our system of money itself.” 
(Gordon Kerr)

 � “You needn’t be an expert in moral hazard and the principles of banking to understand that this is hardly giving much 
confidence to concerned citizens such as myself, who are hoping for banks to tighten up their standards and show more 
responsibility for credit decisions that they take.” (Gordon Kerr)

 � “I think that we should be optimistic because we have to focus on our resources and capabilities to find solutions to 
this crisis.” (Valerio Lemma)

 � “Nowadays the degree at which central banks, but also at which regulatory agencies and regulatory bodies in general, 
are acting into the economic system is much bigger than what it used to be ninety years ago.” (Luca Bellardini)

Gordon KerrPietro Paganini

The Panel Valerio LemmaLuca Bellardini

Giacomo Bandini
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SARAJEVO

Sarajevo Recap: 

Peter Jungen detailed a revolution in innovation over the past 
two centuries, of which capitalism constituted the principal 
driver. He subsequently listed the appropriate limited roles 
for government, such as education and the facilitation of 
entrepreneurship, within a functioning capitalist society. Mr. 
Jungen also spoke of the correlation between high income 
societies and democratization, and whether signs of such a 
relationship will manifest in China as the nation continues to 
near the $10,000 per capita threshold. He later traced the 
evolution of the world’s largest firms by market cap from oil and 
gas to tech, of which the top ten are dominated by American 
and Chinese companies. Near the end, Mr. Jungen described 
the great success of venture capital thus far this year, which he 
presented as evidence of the return of world dynamism after 
the pandemic. He closed his address by citing the ill treatment 
of start-ups under the coronavirus, and accordingly the need 
for a vigorous embrace of entrepreneurship if the European 
continent wishes to address its economic decline relative to 
the wider world.
 The first panelist, John Chisholm reflected upon key 
elements of Mr. Jungen’s address before discussing how 
Bosnia could benefit from innovative models. He outlined 
the various features of Silicon Valley that contributed to its 
success as an innovation ecosystem, including the copious 
presence of technical universities and the freedom for aspiring 
entrepreneurs to self-organize. He identified innovation 
ecosystems to be complex adaptive systems where order 
organically emerges from the bottom-up, rather than from 
orders top-town. Its nonlinear and decentralized design, 
according to Mr. Chisholm, permitted Silicon Valley to rapidly 
evolve and reinvent itself quicker than its competitors. He 
explained that the amount of regulation could either inhibit 
growth or facilitate the attraction of talent and capital. 
 The next speaker, Krisztina Pusok spoke of the specifics 
of IP protections and the effects of government regulation 
upon innovation. She explored why the state is motivated 
to undermine IP rights, despite their proven effectiveness 
in ensuring swift and breakthrough innovations such as 
with vaccine procurement in the past year. Ms. Pusok also 
addressed the notion that it is natural for an innovative 
product to shed its IP protection in order to maximize public 
access, using the example of drug development to emphasize 
the costliness and risk of the innovative process, which require 
IP protections in order to encourage success by ensuring 
returns on investment. She also reaffirmed the harmful effect 
of excessive regulation, notably in Europe, upon innovation.
 Finally, Nađa Zubčević presented her own experiences 
as an innovator to cite the difficulty for individuals to secure 
sufficient funds or pursue entrepreneurship and scientific 
research within Bosnia’s often inhospitable environment for 
business and research. She also identified four common 
mistakes of innovators: a failure to consult a database in 
case their patent already exists, an unclear explanation of 
their patent claims, ignorance of the distinction between an 
inventor and an individual still in the process of completing the 
patent application, and premature exposure of their invention 
to the public before its intellectual property is satisfactorily 
protected from imitation. Ms. Zubčević discussed her own 
efforts to assist and instruct fellow innovators in Bosnia. She 
stated that many difficulties still remain in spite of the widely 
recognized success of Bosnian innovators thus far, including 
challenges in research and the development of prototypes, as 
well as insufficient resources at local institutes. 

June 14th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/p4xDI0yUgTQ

Program

The Foundation of Innovation
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 � “The interesting part is that innovation is really more important than trade and globalization; it’s a driver of trade and 
globalization.” (Peter Jungen)

 � “Capitalism is not about rich people. Capitalism is about eventually making people rich.” (Peter Jungen)

 � “We cannot predict how the [innovation] ecosystem’s going to emerge; all we can do is create a climate and 
environment that attracts lots of entrepreneurs and companies.” (John Chisholm)

 � “IP protection is not a guarantee of success; instead, it is the security that if the invention is successful, there will be 
a return on the investment made.” (Krisztina Pusok)

 � “The main thing that needs to be changed is that we need to work on raising awareness about how important 
intellectual property is . . . that economic growth is based on the innovations.” (Nađa Zubčević)

Peter JungenVjekoslav Domljan

John Chisholm Krisztina PusokNađa Zubčević

Vjekoslav Domljan
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SEVILLA

Sevilla Recap: 

On May 14 the Austrian Economics Center, the Círculo 
Liberal Bastiat (Spain) and partners from all over Europe 
organized the first installment of the Free Market Road 
Show Seville. As it is very well known, due to the current 
COVID 19 restrictions, the FMRS events are hosted online. 
Nevertheless, as it is always the case with Seville events, 
both the speakers and the audience were very engaged 
and committed. 
 The event was kickstarted by a Fernando Nogales’s 
keynote speech on education in the context of the 
pandemic. Dr. Nogales denounced the “indoctrination” 
aspects of the education system. But he also highlighted 
the opportunities the school shutdowns bring to parents 
who want their children away from pro government 
ideology. 
 Thus, according to Dr. Nogales, “in the face of the 
worldwide closure of schools, online has massively 
allowed the ‘universitas’ to leave the cloister. That 
confinement has de facto ‘legalized’ home schooling, 
which allows combining virtual teaching and the presence 
of the parents and this way, educating the children in their 
principles and values. Unlike public education which is de 
facto ‘political education’ of governments, by governments 
and for the purposes of governments.”
 The first panelists was Domingo Soriano. He is currently 
the Editor-in-Chief of Libre Mercado – the economic 
supplement of Libertad Digital. 
 Mr. Soriano coincided with the keynote speech in the 
sense that he also believes the civil society is now seeing 
problems in the educational system and is trying to solve 
them with the tools technology provides. 
 However, the most suggestive and provocative statement 
of Mr. Soriano had to do with what real innovation means 
in terms of education. In his opinion, “the COVID crisis has 
proven that schools were not open towards innovation. 
But I do not mean technological innovation. In the case 
of education, perhaps innovative means returning to 
formats and models that were abandoned three or four 
decades ago. Models that prioritized learning and not 
postmodernism.” 
 The Spanish journalist made the analogy with feeding 
habits. In the 80s and 90s processed foods were the 
biggest trend. But these are being currently questioned 
and replaced by a more traditional grandparents way. 
 Next, Asís Timermans took the stage. He explained that 
what the pandemic showed was a “lack of flexibility” by 
universities and their prioritization of their own comfort. 
Therefore, online examination was not an innovative 
action but a resource universities used as a shortcut. 
 The panel was closed by Dr. Miguel Ángel Bastos. Dr. 
Bastos started by making a clear distinction between 
education and school attendance. Children and young 
people can learn in many places and circumstances, such 
as their families, friends, churches, etc. 
 He also stated that “the pandemic has opened new 
opportunities. Not only can we follow the syllabus from 
home. Parents are realizing that the syllabus and the 
teachers can be from anywhere. Physically being at the 
schools was a form of guarantee that students learn 
exactly what the Ministry of Education wants.” 
 The event was closed with a closing statement by Dr. 
Fernando Nogales. 

May 14th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/8ILSWBJ-O-U
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Educación y Pandemia
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   Fernando Nogales Lozano, Circulo Bastiat
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   Domingo Soriano Sánchez, Libertad Digital
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 � “In the face of the worldwide closure of schools, online has massively allowed the ‘universitas’ to leave the cloister. 
That confinement has de facto ‘legalized’ home schooling, which allows combining virtual teaching and the presence of 
the parents and this way, educating the children in their principles and values. Unlike public education which is de facto 
‘political education’ of governments, by governments and for the purposes of governments.” (Fernando Nogales)

 � “Universities, especially public ones, have been so bureaucratized that even turning on the camera during online 
sessions was put into question due to so-called ‘privacy regulations.’ Absurd state regulations like these prevented 
universities to react with flexibility ton the new scenario.” (Asís Timermans)

 � “Physically being at the schools was a form of guarantee that students learn exactly what the Ministry of Education 
wants.” (Miguel Ángel Bastos)

 � “The COVID crisis has proven that schools were not open towards innovation. But I do not mean technological 
innovation. In the case of education, perhaps innovative means returning to formats and models that were abandoned 
three or four decades ago. Models that prioritized learning and not postmodernism.” (Domingo Soriano)

Fernando Nogales LozanoFederico N. Fernández

Domingo Soriano Sánchez Asís TimermansMiguel Anxo Bastos Boubeta

Fernando Nogales Lozano
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SEVILLA

Sevilla Recap: 

On May 17th, 2021 the second installment of the Free 
Market Road Show Sevilla took place. As it has always 
been the case for the Southern Spanish city, the main local 
organizer was Círculo Liberal Bastiat. It was his president, 
Dr. Fernando Nogales Lozano, who gave the welcome 
remarks and chaired the session. 
 The online event was spearheaded by a pre-recorded 
keynote by Antonini de Jiménez  who currently teaches at 
the Catholic University of Colombia.  
  Dr. de Jiménez spoke about the limits of freedom in the 
context of the COVID 19 pandemic.
 He stressed the difference between kinds of coercion 
freely accepted and kinds of coercion not freely accepted. 
An example of the former could be the voluntary practice 
of religious beliefs. In his opinion, this insight should be 
accepted widely in the tenets of the Austrian School. 
 In a somewhat related critical manner, Dr. de Jiménez 
claimed that “Hayekian freedom is a consequentialist kind 
of freedom. It is instrumental in the end. When we have 
this approach we may end up normalizing things that are 
obscene regarding freedom. Thus, so many libertarians 
were fine with being locked down just for a few months, at 
the beginning of the global Coronavirus outbreak.” 
 He concluded that any sort of confinement goes against 
freedom and it is of utmost importance for everyone to 
know and act on that premise. 
 Then came the turn of Gabriel Zanotti who is the 
Academic Director of Instituto Acton Argentina. Dr. Zanotti 
expressed that “since March 2020 I have been asking 
myself how it was possible for the government to come 
up with such a measure as the confinement. A policy 
that is so immoral.” Moreover, Dr. Zanotti believes that 
libertarians have tried the consequentialist approach, by 
signaling that confinements do not work. “But that misses 
the point,” he explained, “the point is that no health issue 
allows the violation of fundamental human rights.”   
  The Argentinian philosopher concluded that we must 
reflect that human life should be much more than “mere 
surviving.” 
  The turn at the discussion panel was taken by Alejandro 
de León. A Spanish entrepreneur who runs a micro 
credit company focused on Latin American women. Mr. 
de León wanted to highlight the victories that classical 
liberalism has got during the pandemic. One of those 
was the management of vaccination. Everywhere where 
the private sector was involved did much better than the 
countries with state centralization. 
 Nevertheless, Mr. de León believes that “the pandemic 
has shown the existence of two very well marked 
hemispheres. One that could happily lock down and 
get cheap debt to pay the costs and the other one – 
like Latin America – where countries that locked down 
their populations basically destroyed the economy and 
livelihood of their citizens.” 
 Fernando Nogales Lozano closed the event pointing out 
that “the confinements have not only made libertarians 
value freedom more but especially non libertarians, too.” 

May 17th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/dhkfjQ6LWVk
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 � “Hayekian freedom is a consequentialist kind of freedom. It is instrumental in the end. When we have this approach 
we may end up normalizing things that are obscene regarding freedom. Thus, so many libertarians were fine with being 
locked down just for a few months, at the beginning of the global Coronavirus outbreak.” (Antonini de Jiménez)

 � “Since March 2020 I have been asking myself how it was possible for the government to come up with such a 
measure as the confinement. A policy that is so immoral.” (Gabriel Zanotti)

 � “The point is that no health issue allows the violation of fundamental human rights.” (Gabriel Zanotti)

 � “The pandemic has shown the existence of two very well marked hemispheres. One that could happily lock down 
and get cheap debt to pay the costs and the other one – like Latin America – where countries that locked down their 
populations basically destroyed the economy and livelihood of their citizens.” (Alejandro de León)

 � “The confinements have not only made libertarians value freedom more but especially non libertarians, too.” 
(Fernando Nogales)

Antonini de JiménezFernando Nogales Lozano

The Panel Alejandro De León MorenoGabriel Zanotti

Fernando Nogales Lozano
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SKOPJE

Skopje
May 10th

Recap: 

Per Bylund stated in his keynote that there has been a 
lot of fear and dependence in this pandemic. Fear has 
been the message of many policies that we would not 
have though possible before. Had anyone suggested a 
year before that whole countries – democratic European 
countries – would close down and quarantine people in 
their homes, most of us would have thought them crazy. 
Fear was drummed up and many people went along with it. 
Later Protests came too late, for the damage was already 
done. And many feared not only the virus but also the 
police which sometimes with enormous brutality cracked 
down on those seeking fresh air after weeks struck in their 
homes. But it is not possible for the state to keep peoples 
locked in their homes for long. This is an overreach and it 
points to the limits of the state’s power. 
 More troublesome is the damage to the economy. 
Society and the whole economy was forcefully paused. 
This seemed plausible for politicians who have no concept 
how the real world works. For businesses that cannot 
pay their bills, politicians offer loans and subsidies. Such 
schemes come with the usual cronyism and shift power 
from the market to bureaucrats. Businesses go under or 
not as decided by bureaucrats and not by consumers. 
  The problem on top is the fact that Western economy 
are not free market economies, but welfare states – 
burdened with systems that relieve people from the 
discipline of the market. In a free market people get paid 
according to their contribution to the market and society. 
But the state monopolized unemployment services, made 
them more general and offered them for “free”. But it 
means more taxes for the others.
 Simon Sarevski took over the moderation. He skillfully 
picked up the key note speech and passed the ball to 
his three colleagues. In the debate that followed, Biljana 
Tashevska Kalkashlieva emphasized the thin line between 
helping people on the one hand and creating a culture of 
dependency on the other. In her opinion, the welfare state 
has a massive impact on the market and on all citizens in 
a social or economic system. They become increasingly 
dependent on the state because, for example, a poorly 
designed welfare state does not incentivize people to go 
back to work. From the more dependent citizen then grows 
the lack of freedom. The state itself creates two problems: 
First, it has to raise taxes and second, it has to take on 
debt. Both harm the economy and people who want to 
be economically active. Therefore, the government’s fiscal 
policy must be changed immediately.
 Elena Makrevska Disoska took up these considerations 
by referring to the importance of economic activities. In 
her research, there is a very clear worldwide connection 
between higher GDP and personal freedoms. Concluding 
she made a plea for the freedom of economic activity in 
order to ensure individual freedom as well.
 Katerina Shapkova Kocevska enriched the panel with a 
third perspective. The Corona crisis should be understood 
as a danger but also as an opportunity. Because 
Corona brings insights: For example, people realize the 
importance of markets, of the free economic system 
when it comes to satisfying their needs. In this context, 
the market impresses with creative and quick solutions 
that only entrepreneurship can produce. She concluded 
that Corona reminds us that we must always be flexible 
and creative to meet future challenges. 

Recording:
https://youtu.be/Jcj-5E2d5mc
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 � “The state strives for power and what generates power? Fear and Dependence.” (Per Bylund)

 � “You cannot simply pause a business. (… ) Being an entrepreneur is not a steady state, but a changing process. If you 
pause a business, the costs remain, but you get no revenue. How are you going to pay those bills? You cannot. This is 
easy to understand. So easy that even politicians grasp the concept.” (Per Bylund)

 � “There is a fine line between the state helping people and making them dependent on the state. (Biljana Tashevska 
Kalkashlieva)

 � “Corona reminds us of the responsibility that each individual must take for their own education and freedoms.” 
(Katerina Shapkova Kocevska)

Per BylundSimon Sarevski

Elena Makrevska Disoska Biljana Tashevska KalkashlievaKaterina Shapkova Kocevska

Irena Rajcinovska-Pandeva
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STOCKHOLM

Stockholm

May 3rd

Recording:
https://youtu.be/unuUt28MzA8

Recap: 

The FMRS Stockholm started with the keynote by Timothy 
Lee. He passionately stated that the topic of intellectual 
property and patents is of utmost importance. The value 
of IP rights and patents lays with fairness and utility. Just 
as it is fair for physical property to be held by the person 
who owns it, whether it is a car or a house or land that has 
been paid for, it is unfair to just take that and use it for 
your own purposes. 
 The same is true for intellectual property. If someone 
invests billions of Dollars to create a patent, or composed 
a song, or came up with a trade mark, someone else can’t 
just take them and appropriate them. That’s not fair. 
 The US have some of the strongest IP laws in the world 
and as a result Americans create almost two thirds of new 
medicines worldwide each year. It is no coincidence that 
countries that protect IP and patents more than others, 
see more innovation.
 Typically, finding a new vaccine takes about a decade 
and billions of dollars. Countries that do not respect 
production and safety requirements can’t be given the 
ingredients to those drugs and be allowed to distribute 
them. There are fake vaccines on the market that are 
either useless or actually harmful. Therefore, we need to 
protect those companies that follow safety standards in 
the manufacturing process.
 The first speaker on the panel, Federico N. Fernández 
presented a study from Latin America to illustrate his 
point: 87% of Latin Americans think that IP is crucial for 
job creation. Government should respect IP rights and 
innovators should be allowed to label their product as 
they see fit. Politicians turn paternalistic. We end up with 
bureaucrats who want to tell us what to do. 
  Lorenzo Montanari agreed with Lee and Fernández 
on the importance of IP rights. More that a year ago, 
Corona was declared a worldwide pandemic – a 
pandemic that affected human life and global economy. 
In this short time, companies could develop lifesaving 
vaccines, because they were protected by patents. There 
is not evidence that overriding IP rights will contribute 
to a better distribution of vaccines. There is a perfect 
correlation between innovation: no IP protection – no 
vaccine – no lifesaving.
 Kajsa Wilhelmsson shared the view of an health care 
insider. She said that all medicines are brought to market  
by public funding that is by tax money. So who should have 
the IP rights? If the innovator is working for a company, the 
company gets the IP rights. If he works for an academic 
institution, it’s less clear. In the US the universities do get 
their royalties, in Europe institutions can even relinquish 
their royalties.
 She was concerned about the uneven access to 
knowledge about biomedical science due to the terms 
of peer reviewed research publications. Corona wasn’t 
exactly unknown before the outbreak. A lot of research 
had already been done. So, when the pandemic hit, 
pharma companies and academics looked at their 
previous work what could be repurposed. The COVID 
vaccines are build by more than 200 ingredients. Here, 
open access to scientific literature is key. But the fee levels 
are enormous for smaller companies. In medicine, you are 
forced to publishing to pass the regulatory system which 
is a governmental system.

Program

IP, Brand Protection and Patents: Foundation of 
Innovations

Moderator:  Amanda Wollstad, Svensk Tidskrift

Partner Introduction

   Anders Ydstedt, Svensk Tidskrift

Key note: Why we need Patents

   Timothy Lee, Center for Individual Freedom

Panel:  IP, Brand Protection and Patents: Foundation of Innovations
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   Federico N. Fernández, Austrian Economics Center, Fundación  

   International Bases

   Lorenzo Montanari, Americans for Tax Reform, Property Rights  
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   Kajsa Wilhelmsson, Oxford Health System Reform Group Ltd 
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 � “If nations think that the answer to getting more vaccines and other lifesaving drugs, is to undermine patent rights, 
to exact opposite is true. Why would an inventor invest all that time and money in creating something new that can just 
be taken? (Timothy Lee)

 � “There is a strong direct correlation between patents and innovation.” (Timothy Lee)

 � “IP including trade marks and patents encourage creative activity for the benefit of a free society. Innovations 
are protected through IP and inventor effort and opportunity derive from their investment. IP is the primary tool for 
incentivizing creators in modern economy.” (Lorenzo Montanari)

 � “IP rights should not create a monopoly. The peer review publication system literally hinders innovation as you can’t 
use AI within research literature.” (Kajsa Wilhelmsson)

Timothy LeeAmanda Wollstad

Federico N. Fernández Lorenzo MontanariKajsa Wilhelmsson

Anders Ydstedt
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STOCKHOLM

Stockholm

June 10th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/21V1SBMcDO0

Recap: 

After a warm welcome from Anders Ydstedt, the keynote-
speech was presented by Krassen Stanchev. Since 1989, 
much has been forgotten, which today leads to a renewed 
unjustified and excessive trust in the state. This is another 
reason why the enlargement of the EU is a central 
contemporary phenomenon. With the same arguments 
as the communist party, the EU wants to make everything 
“better for the citizen”, while at the same time the EU does 
not trust its citizens. The EU and its spending are non-
transparent and difficult to control. What seems clear, 
however, is that the EU wants to launch massive subsidies. 
To do so, it wants to increase its revenues from 1% of GDP 
to 8%. With a GDP of 17 trillion, even 8% seems absurdly 
high. The EU takes money from companies and citizens 
only to give it back. The central issue is to abolish tax 
competition, minimum wage, and welfare in the next four 
years. For Krassen, a Frederick Bastiat state is emerging.  
But citizens can make the right decisions themselves. 
They do not need a nanny state that tells them what to 
do, as in socialism. We must therefore avoid falling into 
the trap of the “risk free society”.
 Anders Ydstedt passed the floor to Margareta Cederfelt 
with the question “How is the status for democracy? 
She stated that the lack of democracy, the rule of law, 
transparency, trust in politicians and institutions and 
the lack of free speech through a free media, is still a 
big problem in all the post socialist states.  In addition, 
there is the big problem of corruption, which is also 
still deeply rooted in these societies. She described 
all these problems as a legacy of communism. What 
socialist ideas did to these societies makes us realize 
today that democracy is a pressing and important issue 
of the present. She concluded with the observation that 
democracy and a free market economy always go hand 
in hand and together improve living conditions for all 
citizens of a state. This is another reason why we must 
defend democracy.
 Nils Karlson emphasized that he was critical of future 
developments in the European Union. In recent years, he 
said, many regulations, interventions in the freedoms of the 
market and citizens, and subsidies have been introduced 
under the guise that everything will be better. But the first 
effect of all this is that the government becomes more 
powerful and can increasingly influence the citizens. To 
him, the EU as a market is a brilliant idea. Productivity 
has increased in all places, resulting in massive economic 
growth. But since 2008, the EU treaties have been 
deliberately violated by the ECB. In the wake of the Corona 
crisis, for example, there are now debt-financed recovery 
packages. In this way, the EU is robbing itself of its former 
strengths and turning itself into a bureaucracy monster, 
which at the same time appears as a nanny state.
 In the final speech, Mats Kinnwall agreed with Nils 
Karlson. In the last decades, there has been a massive 
economic growth worldwide, unique in history, as a 
consequence of globalization and the liberalization 
and deregulation of markets, and yet people in the EU 
want to install a state capitalism against the free market 
economy. This is a development in the wrong direction. 
For example, the EU is bypassing the market by pushing 
certain technologies and thus determining what is right 
in order to compete with the giants from China and the 
USA, they think that this will solve their problem. 
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 � „We trusted the individual spirit, we trusted the individual dignity, we trusted private sector and we trusted market-
based decisions and we managed to dismantle the regulatory side of the socialism because the other side was dismantled 
by itself before 89.” (Krassen Stanchev)

 � „[…][The] definition of the state is that it is a fictitious entity through which everybody is trying to live at the expense 
of somebody else with the help of the government this is actually happening at the moment”. (Krassen Stanchev)

 � “The communist system still affects the societies of the former Soviet Union when it comes to democracy, rule of law, 
transparency, corruption, and trust in politicians.” (Margareta Cederfelt)

 � [T]he idea that politicians or bureaucrats can determine a winner is simply wrong. The defense of the free market 
economy is therefore one of the most important legacies of the 1989 revolutions.” (Mats Kinnwall)

Krassen StanchevAnders Ydstedt 

Mats Kinnwall Margareta CederfeltNils Karlson

Anders Ydstedt
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TALLINN

Tallinn

April 28th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/Qrvd3U3yv08

RECAP: 

The Free Market Road Show Tallinn was introduced by 
Juan Sáenz-Diez, who reminded the audience that Estonia 
suffered from the ravages of socialism for so many years, 
later choose liberalism, and developed into a leading 
entrepreneurial and digital society. In 2021 Estonia 
celebrates the 30th anniversary of independence from the 
socialist Soviet Union.
 In his keynote, Nils Karlson, too, referred to the Soviet 
Union. When the Soviet Union fell apart, Europe became 
free. Communism died and with it the belief in central 
planning, collectivization, and Five-Year-Plans. However, 
the belief in regulation did not die. Intervention in 
markets ans civil society is still alive. Rules and laws are 
important; we need simple rules in complex societies 
such as property rights, the rule of law, freedom of 
contract, protection of individual liberties, and liberty in 
general.
 Regulations are interventions to get specific outcomes; 
they tend to produce counter-productive consequences. 
Politicians like “benevolent interventions”; they want to 
promote social justice. Inequality, unemployment interfere 
with Hayek’s spontaneous order. Another reason for 
politicians’ liking for regulations is their self-interest; they 
want to promote their own interests, get elected again, 
stifle competition, and ensure privileges for their own 
party. 
  Intervention is a vicious circle: one intervention causes 
problems, which cause more intervention and, thus, a 
dangerous process is set in motion.
 The first speaker of the panel was Meelis Kitsing who 
highlighted some of the policy reforms carried out in 
Estonia. 30 years ago, rather radical rules and regulations 
were implemented: rule of law, establishment of property 
rights, hard budget constraint from the early 1990ies. 
 The second reform was carried out in the area of 
monetary policy. Estonia had been part of the Ruble 
economy, introduced their own currency in 1992 and 
exchanged it for the Euro in 2011.
 The third reform change the trade policy with moved 
Estonia away from a very close system with little openness 
to the international global market to the unilateral free 
market.
 The fourth reform concerned fiscal policies: the budged 
had to be balanced and constrained, which resulted in a 
low level of dept. In response to the COVID crisis, the level 
of dept grew rather rapidly.
 And the fifth reform was the large scale of privatization 
of state companies. In recent years there had been some 
setback, as some of these companies were renationalized. 
But on the whole, the entrepreneurial ecosystem was 
enhanced and many start ups were founded.
 Meelis was followed by Hardo Pajula, who observed 
that the current situation resembles the 1980ies. There 
was a general rise of bag mood, political polarization, 
and a loss of faith in the elites. This went together with a 
structural break in information technology and the rise of 
decentralized media taking ground from the centralized 
one. It was a revolution of mass media. Today it is social 
media.
 Hardo detected a change in culture over the 
millennium. The underlying structure is a growing risk 
aversion that seems to be a general trend across the 
Western countries.
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 � “When the Soviet Union fell apart, the belief in communism and central planning died. But the belief in regulation did 
not die; interventionism in markets and civil society is still alive.” (Nils Karlson)

 � “In the official media, politicians focus on death rates, but not on economics. People are aware of the dire consequences 
of the lockdowns. Will we be able to decrease the measure soon? How will it be done? (Nils Karlson)

 � “The COVID situation is a huge challenge, but it should also be seen as opportunity that allows us to change a lot of 
things. Instead of subsidizing old business models by the government which may have lots of unintended consequences, 
it would be possible to allow new business models to emerge and economic structures to change.” (Meelis Kitsing)

Nils KarlsonKai Weiß
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TBILISI

May 18th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/NE7t-vhtG5U

Recap: 

The FMRS Tbilisi started with the keynote by Dan Denning 
who vigorously defended free entrepreneurship and the 
freedom of civil society. The value of entrepreneurship is 
the basis of free and prosperous societies. But in the past 
12 months this value has been more under attack than 
any time ever in the Western world. COVID-19 accelerated 
restrictions on individual liberty and economic freedom all 
over the world. Some of them may have been necessary 
at the beginning of the pandemic as a short term 
precaution, however, the actions taken by governments in 
the last 12 months pose a long term threat to civil liberties, 
democratic accountability, as well as entrepreneurship 
and small businesses. Unless emergency powers are 
revoked and the rule of law is vigorously defended, we risk 
a permanent shift towards more authoritarian limitations. 
 Which civil liberties are at stake? Denning counted the 
five freedoms outlined in the First Amendment of the US 
Constitution and the four freedoms in the Treaty of Lisbon: 
Freedom of Speech: there is a dangerous collaboration 
between Sillicon Valley and Big Government. In china, 
it’s the Communist Party doing the censorship. But, if 
we are not careful in the West, Google, Apple, Facebook, 
and Amazon will tell us what is appropriate to say and 
what not. Freedom of the Press: Independent and critical 
media are being deplatformed on the ground that their 
topics are fake news or not factual enough or sponsored 
by a foreign government, especially Russia, China, or 
Iran.   In the post pandemic world, the media no longer 
holds political officials accountable; it’s working with them. 
Freedom of Religion: The US Supreme Court had to loosen 
the ban on religious services, put in place by the State of 
California. Freedom of Assembly: Public health orders 
have been applied inconsistently. Organized protest 
against lockdowns have been broken up by the police, 
while political protest for social or other justice matters 
have been permitted to continue. Redress of Grievances: 
Many people have grievances due to the Corona lockdown 
policies that limited their possibilities to earn a living. 
 Now we know that lockdowns affect all aspects of 
civilized society and that it is probably a mistake to give 
emergency powers to unelected public health officials 
for an indefinite period of time. The emergency becomes 
permanent and there is no longer any democratic means 
for addressing the total costs of lockdowns, including the 
suppression of constitutionally protected rights. 
 The next speaker was Jeffrey Tucker who found even 
harsher words. He said we were treated like criminals and 
put under house arrest. 500 years of legal tradition and 
freedoms and assumptions of human rights were ignored.  
People were arrested and put into jail for sitting in a pub.  
And now a year later, we are nowhere near getting our 
freedoms back. 
 Nikoloz Khundzakishvili concentrated on the needs 
of Georgian businesses: they need liquidity, which was 
denied by many banks, the production decrease caused 
a demand shock, and new regulations cast more costs for 
the companies. Businesses and investors need consistent, 
predictable, and transparent legislation.
 And Gia Jandieri added that entrepreneurs need lower 
taxes, less regulations, and the insurance that there are no 
further changes that bring additional costs. Entrepreneurs 
do not trust the government as most of the help goes to 
cronies.

Tbilisi
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 � “The big danger in the post-COVID-19 world is that the free movement of people across national borders and even 
within those borders can be revoked with a stroke of an executive pen.” (Dan Denning)

 � “The pandemic has accelerated the restrictions of civil liberties across the world. It’s becoming a concerted attack on 
freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom of the press, freedom of assembly, and the freedom of movement.” 
(Dan Denning)

 � “We have underestimated the need of fighting for freedom. Libertarians were concentrating on tax issues, while basic 
rights were threatened that society needs to function.” (Jeffrey Tucker)

 � “The Georgian business community expects the government to be consistent, predictable, and transparent in 
legislation to support businesses and invite investors.” (Nikoloz Khundzakishvili)

 �  “Only entrepreneurs as innovators can change the situation.” (Gia Jandieri)

Dan DenningGeorge Chkhikvadze

Jeffrey Tucker Nikoloz KhundzakishviliGia Jandieri
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THESSALONIKI

Thessaloniki
May 25th

Recap: 

Jörgen Warborn held the keynote of FMRS Thessaloniki 
and stressed the importance of IP rights which are given 
to people for the creation of their minds. There is a 
differentiation between two kinds. Copy rights are creative 
rights for books or artistic works. They are time bound 
and end after a minimum of 50 years after the creator’s 
death. They consist of the creator’s moral right to be 
credited when his work is presented and the economical 
right of the creator to dispose of his work by presenting 
it to the public. The other kind is the IP right of industrial 
property, such as trade marks or geographical indicators, 
the innovation of technology. They aim at stimulating fair 
competition and protection of consumers and are not 
time bound. Creations in this category are protected by 
patents, industrial design, and trade secrets. 
 The purpose of these Industrial Property rights is to 
provide protection for the results of investments in the 
development of new technology. The protection typically 
lasts for 20 years.
 Why are these rights so important? IP rights create 
economic value. The foster innovation and help to build an 
entrepreneurial culture where inventors are rewarded for 
their efforts. Ideas and creations should not automatically 
become common property. 
 During the COVID-19 pandemic we have heard voiced in 
the European Parliament and around the world that want 
to weaken IP rights on medical products and specifically 
vaccines. This is wrong, because patents are the very 
reason that companies invest time and money into 
developing vaccines. And we need pharma companies that 
want to develop them. The protection through patents 
should be long enough to ensure that the investment is 
worth it. When the patent is lifted, other companies get 
access to the product and are able to further develop 
it and thus building competition which results in higher 
quality and lower prices for customers. 
 Currently, a false narrative is circulating that IP is a barrier 
to collaboration and that weakening IP rights would lead 
to a quick increase in vaccine supply. Loosing IP rights 
would erode them forever. IP rights are a precondition for 
international trade as they build trust, fight counterfeiting 
and ensure that countries do not close up and act 
protectionist. Incorporating IP into international trade 
enabled us to exchange consumer goods on a global 
scale, to lift millions of people out of poverty, to facilitate 
innovation across the globe. We need strong IP rights to 
build a more competitive Europe in the future.
Athanasios Leontaris, a lawyer with specialization in IP, 
stated that many business owners do not really know how 
to monetize their creations. A cultural change is necessary 
to make them understand that they create value for 
customers. 
 Nikolaos Tsoniotis added that many start-ups hide 
their idea to ensure that no one takes it from them. They 
should keep the production a secret, but not the product. 
 Ilias Louis Hatzis was less fond of IP rights. He stated 
cases when IP turned into intellectual monopolies that 
stifle competition, especially between corporations and 
small businesses. He usually advises start-ups to win 
customers first and worry about IP or patents later. 
Patents cannot stop innovation and other companies 
are going to take over the market because they have the 
better product.

Recording:
https://youtu.be/I4sUkUNvQr8 
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 � “IP and patent rights are preconditions for innovation which is necessary for successful companies that provide prosperity 
in our societies. Innovation and risk taking should always pay off, otherwise no one would dare to do it.” (Jörgen Warborn)

 � “Instead of questioning IP rights, countries and manufacturers should be working together to strengthen health 
systems, streamline regulatory approvals, and address supply chain bottle necks to speed vaccine distribution globally.” 
(Jörgen Warborn)

 � “There seems to be a lack of understanding from small business owners (…) how they can use the IP they are creating 
to make money from it.” (Athanasios Leontaris)

 � “Innovation is directly related to the market.” (Nikolaos Tsoniotis)

 � “It can be very costly as a start-up with limited resources trying to secure IP rights first. They are missing the big 
picture which is getting customers to buy their products.” (Ilias Louis Hatzis) 
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Thessaloniki
June 29th

Recap: 

Dr. Calum Nicholson, as keynote speaker, spoke of the 
topical nature of perspective in modern society, particularly 
as it pertained to the increasingly rigid polarization between 
political viewpoints. He discussed two shortcomings in 
perspective: the first encompassed the inability to recognize 
the importance of context, while the second encompassed 
the inability to recognize that one never speaks from an 
impersonal and emotionless standpoint. Dr. Nicholson 
also examined some corrosive effects of the Information 
Age, particularly in which overexposure to information can 
conceal its discernible context and meaningfulness, leaving 
no way to acquire perspective. He suggested accordingly 
that structural elements instead of individual generations 
were to blame for the ongoing decline in perspective within 
the modern world. 
 Following the keynote address, author and musician Mary 
Lucia Darst focused upon certain dynamics of the younger 
generation that might account for losses in perspective. 
She spoke in particular of a certain inability of the youth 
to plan for the future on a personal, rather than a societal, 
level. She also remarked upon the absence of curiosity, and 
the lack of willingness by the youth to inform themselves. 
 Afterward, John Charalambakis introduced his thoughts by 
warning of the consequences when a nation loses its ability 
to think, as it impairs its ability to judge and discern objective 
truths, after which it begins to contrive its own truths. As the 
discussion delved deeper into education, Mr. Charalambakis 
also proposed education as a means to restore perspective 
to subsequent generations. He contended that if a 
generation was emerging without a sense of perspective,  
the central question of the conference ought to be how 
to cultivate within these younger generations the ability to 
make correct judgment calls.
 Also on the subject of education, Dr. Nicholson offered 
criticism of the modern tendency to reject philosophical 
and abstract forms of knowledge in favor of more formal 
and precisely defined fields. He suggested that education 
is presently affected by a broad decline in vision, in which 
its holistic strategy is overshadowed by a focus upon what 
he termed “tactical training.” On a broader level, he posited 
that society has ceased to grasp the fundamental missions 
of education. On another note, he stated that the most 
demonstrable meaning of free speech is the freedom to 
dissent and criticize power. He subsequently clarified the 
need for education to cultivate judicious citizens.
 Ms. Darst later addressed the misconception of 
education as a “magic portal” to deliver comfortable 
incomes. She spoke of the dubious postwar assumption 
that the university was a societal model for middle 
class security, a notion which she and suggested was a 
contributing factor to the present loss of perspective 
among younger generations, who expect security after 
graduation and instead encounter high employment 
within a job market with little use for their skills. 
 Toward the end of the discussion, Dr. Nicholson discussed 
the nature of free markets as form of relationships, while 
Ms. Darst noted a problematic perception by millennials 
that networking and relationships indicate privilege. Mr. 
Charalambakis meanwhile made a point to present the 
correlation between the middle class and democracy, 
drawing from the example of the Middle-east to show 
that a middle class is a necessary component of a securely 
functioning democracy. 

Recording:
https://youtu.be/i_weQJ0kQxY
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 � “In all this polarization, what has been lost is a sense that there might be a middle ground, a space for compromise, and a 
recognition of the fact that reality is messy and none of us are omniscient.” (Calum Nicholson)

 � The key characteristic of all this polarity of the increase of ideological fervor, a widespread fashion of feeling so strongly 
about something that one doesn’t just believe it, but identifies with it, is a lacking of perspective.” (Calum Nicholson)

 � “A middle class is a prerequisite to having a democracy. Just look in the Middle-east: they lack a middle class, they 
have no democracy. So if we would like to create and sustain a middle class, then we need to educate our youngsters.” 
(John Charalambakis)

 � “There’s an assumption that if you go through x-amount of formal education then there will be a job waiting for you 
at the end of it. Obviously this doesn’t actually work; many people don’t have skill sets that are useful or desirable in the 
market and I think that this is a huge part of the current generational lack of perspective. I would also point out that it’s 
not that unusual.” (Mary Lucia Darst)

Calum NicholsonGeorgios Mantzouranedes
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TUZLA

Tuzla

May 4th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/JV4ZQYeyTe4

RECAP: 

Philipp Bagus started his keynote by accusing the state of 
amplifying and instrumentalizing panic. Mass hysteria is 
a phenomenon widely studied in psychological literature: 
it happens when a group of people develop a strong fear 
towards a thread – be it existing on not. A mass hysteria 
can be a contributing factor in a pandemic, because of the 
negativity bias of the human brain. Due to evolution we 
concentrate on negative news as they could be a threat. If 
we get negative news all day long as it currently happens 
with COVID-19, we develop anxiety and stress, which is 
contagious. 
 The phenomenon of mass hysteria is potentially 
dangerous as it can lead to irrational behavior and 
overreaction. In a free society, we have way to reduce fear 
by sports, socializing, talking to others and get distracted – 
exactly those activities which were now largely prohibited. 
In a free society, irrational people cannot so easily harm 
others, but if the government falls into mass hysteria, the 
harm is practically unlimited. In a free society you can 
compare different solutions to a problem. In a centralized 
state, the perfect ground for group thinking, you cannot 
compare. 
 A politicized media can also amplify mass hysteria, as 
it happens when the media support the government 
in broadcasting only negative news. Moreover, when 
negative news come from an authoritative source, they 
are even more credible and taken for granted.
  The first speaker of the panel, Admir Čavalić followed the 
argumentation of Bagus and said that state intervention 
should not happen on this scale, but people expect the state 
to do something and the state did something – especially 
during Corona. Many of the measures such as lockdowns 
were not backed by science. And probably more people will 
suffer from consequences such as global recession than 
from the virus. A strong economy creates a strong society, 
without working businesses we won’t be able to help people. 
We need to take care of our political decisions, to make 
government small again to have less intervention.
 Damir Bećirović then continued with the description of 
the current Corona specific populism. Populists claim to 
work in the interest of the people and against corrupted 
elites or other groups of scape goats. Populists tend 
to use the lack of education and information of lower 
classes to gain and maintain power. Now however, the 
scape goat is an invisible enemy; we don’t talk about 
religious groups or immigrants any more, but about the 
virus. Politicians even talk about a “war”. And there is a 
constant completion between the courtiers of who has 
the higher death rates. 
 The third speaker was Adnan Huskić who explained the 
Bosnian administration be to decentralized. There have 
been discussions as to which response appears to be better 
suited to the special emergency, but no agreement.
 He tried to offer an other perspective on the practical 
thinking of decision makers. When we were first 
confronted with the virus, politicians had to operate on 
limited, scratchy data. Put yourself in the situation of those 
decision makers with insufficient sometimes contradictory 
information, while at the same time facing the threat of a 
health disaster. Now we can criticize all we want, but what 
would have happened, had there been no response at all? 
Be cautious or take risks?
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 � “Fear is actually used as a political factor. Governments rest on fear, on the narrative that the government is here to 
protect you. (…) Threats are used to expand the power of the state. (…) as you can see with the Corona virus.” (Philipp 
Bagus)

 � “History shows that governments grow big through crises and at least five years afterwards before going back to the 
former state.” (Admir Čavalić)

 � “The Corona populism is a kind of hysteria that has affected many political leaders, especially in Serbia, Slovenia 
and the surrounding area. It created a special Corona nationalism: closed borders, media control, ban on the export of 
medical goods.” (Damir Bećirović)

 � “Only in retrospective do we know that many measures during the Corona crisis were on overreation, but back then 
they made sense.” (Adnan Huskić)

Philipp BagusAldina Jahić

Adnan Huskić Damir BećirovićAdmir Čavalić
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TUZLA

Tuzla

June 7th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/I7X0MDZIucc

RECAP: 

After the welcome by Admir Cavalic on behalf of Association 
‘Multi’, Bosnia Herzigovina,  John Fund introduced the 
topic of limitation of individual and entrepreneurial 
freedom in the current situation: At the beginning of the 
pandemic, citizens were told that the lockdown was only 
a short temporary measure, that they did not know what 
they were dealing with, and therefore it was necessary to 
limit basic rights in the short term – about 14 days – to 
break the wave of infections and uncertainty. However, for 
most countries, it was not the 14 days collocated, but 14 
months. 
 John Fund warned, after this impressive visualization of 
the facts, that we must be careful not to get into a Plandemic. 
Even if the new normal will not be as it was before the 
pandemic, the new normal must include the essence of 
a free society: Civil liberty, liberty of entrepreneurship, 
dynamics of free market, free trade and the free flow 
of good. These, he said, are the foundations of the free 
society and its prosperity. He then turned to government 
spending as a risk that could limit these freedoms. During 
the pandemic, it rose to historic heights. 
 He specified with the ideas of Robert Higgs: Historically, 
government spending always exploded when in times 
of catastrophes such as wars or world economic crises 
– such as 2008. And in these crises, society’s and the 
government’s reception to government spending, in 
particular, changed. More money was spent; a habituation 
effect occurs. What was planned as a one-time thing 
becomes the new standard, and government spending 
cannot be reduced again. He concluded with the thought, 
that he believes in a free society and now – after the 
pandemic– it is time to have the debate about the essence 
of the new normal.
 Barbara Kolm introduced the panelists and first gave 
the floor to Faruk Hadžić from the Sarajevo School of 
Science and Technology. He picked up on John Fund’s 
concerns and added that we should expect inflation due to 
exorbitant government spending and debt. Governments 
do not have too little money because they do not tax 
enough, but simply because they spend too much. For 
Faruk Hadžić, the next 15 months are crucial in restoring 
the freedoms that constitute our society.
  Danijal Hadžović of the Liberal Forum went one step 
further. For him, COVID was a pretext to take away 
citizens’ fundamental rights in the name of their own good. 
Enormous power was being transferred to governments 
everywhere. In the case of Bosnia Herzigovina, this was 
doubly problematic: on the one hand, the government 
tried autocracy. On the other hand, it was incompetent 
– being unable to buy vaccines – and corrupt, so that the 
prime minister is on trial for misappropriation of state 
funds.
  Admir Čavalić from Association ‘Multi’ rounded off the 
panel. For him, COVID showed that society has changed: 
Lockdowns as a massive intervention are accepted and 
even demanded. Even the opposition applauds and 
doesn’t do its job as a corrective. For the future, it is 
important to address the political failure. Lockdowns have 
no proven effect on virus containment and the adoption of 
an autocratic-asian solution is not only highly dangerous 
from a civil-political point of view, but also an indictment 
of European politics. 
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 � „Yes there a lessons to be learned from this pandemic in public health and in the ability that we have to react to 
this emergencies, but we can not forget, the ultimate emergency is if the fundamental nature of the free market, the 
fundamental nature of our economy, and the fundamental nature of our civil liberties are negatively affected by this 
pandemic going forward. I believe in a free society.” (John Fund)

 � “Because of the high spending and the high money printing policy, we should experience a higher inflation rate which 
is already mentioned in economic circles.” (Faruk Hadžić)

 � “There is a plan to limit the freedom of citizens all around the world.” (Faruk Hadžić)

 � “There is no doubt that COVID has given free power to governments to arbitrarily deprive citizens of their liberties.” 
(Danijal Hadžović)

 � “We are witnessing a huge change regarding the perceived role of government in our society.” (Admir Čavalić)

John FundBarbara Kolm

Admir Čavalić Danijal HadžovićFaruk Hadžić
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Vienna

April 12th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/xzGJJtshVJU 

Recap: 

This was the take-off event of the Free Market Road Show 
2021. The first speaker, Gunnar Hökmark, gave a key note 
on the importance of market economy, which has reduced 
poverty and enabled more people than ever before to 
life in prosperity. The overall trend shows that market 
economy in its practice has defeated plan economy in 
its theories. Protectionists don’t want change. They have 
nationalistic goals, they want the state to govern more of 
society than before, but they always came short of the fact 
that their ideas are failing while ours are working.
 Economic strength is crucial for political influence 
and ability to develop the world today. The balance of 
economic size of the EU, USA, Russia, and China has 
changed in the past decade: EU and USA are playing 
a smaller role than before. While the transatlantic 
economy has been deeply rooted in democracy and 
market economy that is not the case for other parts of 
the world. China is a major threat. There is no freedom, 
and freedom is a precondition to market economy. The 
EU needs to make sure it is a strong partner to the US, 
not just the little brother. We need to secure free-trade 
and need to ensure that China is not using the freedom 
of other states to enhance its power.
 The panel after the keynote continued with the 
geopolitical implications. Gerald Loacker stated that we 
are suspicious of China and its state capitalism. But we 
in Europe have a similar system with the state subsidizing 
weak companies. The state is made responsible for many 
areas in peoples’ lives. Consequently, there is a growing 
influence of those who want more state. 
 Loacker mentioned the Universal Basic Income, which 
seems to offer freedom. But this is a lie. The UBI is a 
dangerous offer, as it redeems politicians of working for 
a market economy. He saw a chance in the Corona crisis: 
it made people understand that it’s not the government 
that saves them, but science.
 Gerald Gerstbauer took the keyword Corona and 
observed that the virus changed the world dramatically. 
Many people are working from home, so we need to 
communicate at lot. Therefore, many people had to learn 
to work in virtual surroundings. This change in our work 
life is not reflected in our social institutions. 
 During the pandemic is was good to have modern 
hospitals in Austria. The problem is that the general 
system is based in the 1950ies and all acting political 
parties, politicians, and trade unions didn’t care about 
reforms. Gerstbauer said, he was not in favor of cutting 
social expenses for the health system, but in allocating 
money were it was needed. 
 The pandemic blocked the reform development and 
first we need a thorough analysis of the current system. 
Gerstbauer could not believe that the EU and Austria was 
not able to buy enough vaccines on the world market.
 Per Bylund referred to Hökmark’s speech about 
market economy having outdone the promise of central 
planning. How did we get where we are today? As many 
people should try their luck on the market as possible 
and only market economy provides that possibility. 
Entrepreneurs will suffer, if their project does not work, 
so they have to balance risk and profit. That works by 
serving the need of others. Society cannot planned, 
because planners operate with yesterday’s statistics. 
And needs can change in the meantime.
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 � We have seen three decades of fantastic economic development. Market economy and free trade have been able to 
defeat poverty in country after country. (Gunnar Hökmark)

 � We need to set freedom, market economy, and democracy first. By that we set people and individuals first. That is 
our main task. (Gunnar Hökmark)

 � In Europe, we have a similar state capitalism system than China: the state spends money to preserve companies that 
would otherwise die. (Gerald Loacker)

 � We have to rebuild our society after the pandemic to get public institutions less influential. They are caring about the 
time when we are at home, caring where we are going, everything. (Gerald Gerstbauer)

 � The market economy aims to create value. Necessary for that is freedom. (Per Bylund)

VIENNA
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April 21st

Recording:
https://youtu.be/NBfXxgMpMVI

Recap: 

In his keynote address, Michael Jäger summarized 
the most pressing tax issues of the pandemic period. 
Especially in the wake of the corona crisis, market 
mechanisms such as free markets and entrepreneurial 
freedom are being curtailed, while dangerous issues 
such as tax harmonization are being discussed. “We are 
in danger of sliding from a corona crisis to a tax crisis.” In 
both national and EU-wide bailout programs, no attention 
is paid to whether the companies receiving subsidies 
only got into trouble because of Corona, or whether it 
happened before. 
 Germany’s constitution provides for a debt brake, but 
many politicians want to undermine it. Before Corona, 
Germany didn’t have an income problem, but with the 
lockdowns slowing the economy, incomes are also 
declining. However, forecasts predict that the 2019 income 
levels will be back by the end of 2022. Therefore, there is 
no reason for tax increases. Why do so many politicians 
still want to raise taxes? Companies could hardly build 
up equity even before the crisis because of the high tax 
burden; with additional taxes, they will be hurt even more: 
no equity, no investments.
 More bad news: the Biden administration wants to  
reverse Trump’s tax reform. To prevent companies from 
leaving, a global minimum tax on corporations is planned, 
limiting tax competition between countries. That would be 
a cartel of countries. Companies would be punished for 
collusion.
 The EU wants to harmonize the taxes and to enforce 
this, the unanimity should fall. Jäger is absolutely against 
that plan, because it makes it easier to implement 
dangerous policies.  
 The panel discussion was introduced and moderated 
by Barbara Kolm. 
 The first speaker was Oliver Ginthör, who, as 
President of the Austrian Taxpayers’ Association, is 
also critical of the developments in the pandemic. It 
is extremely important that taxes remain affordable, 
fair and simple. Politicians seem to have succeeded in 
saving the economy during the pandemic, many jobs 
were preserved. But soon it will be necessary to make 
the transition to a normal situation. In the course of 
the market consolidation, many companies will file for 
bankruptcy. The others will have to wean themselves 
off subsidies.
 Martin Gundinger agreed with Michael Jäger that 
domestic companies had hardly any equity capital. In the 
crisis, they needed help, which now threatens to costing 
them dearly. Prosperity decreases when companies 
cannot follow their purpose. Too high taxes are negative 
incentives to start a business at all.
 The last speaker was Gunther Reimoser, who, unlike 
the previous speakers, is not afraid of a tax increase. 
On the premise that the pandemic will end this year, we 
can grow our way out of debt with a few years of good 
economic activity. “I hope that we can fund the pandemic 
in a revenue-neutral way.”
 Some European countries will have to raise taxes, and 
Austrian politicians might follow without need. We have 
a very tight safety net. Politicians prefer to publish good 
news. It is easier to give away gifts.
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 � “The Biden administration wants to reverse Trump’s tax reform. This would cause many companies to leave the US, 
so they want to eliminate tax competition among countries by means of worldwide minimum taxes.” (Michael Jäger)

 � “The transition to the normal situation will be exciting: we have an insolvency backlog. And some companies will have 
to get used to again generating their revenues on the market and not via subsidies and grants. (Oliver Ginthör)

 � “Our tax system burdens businesses; it doesn’t allow them to build up reasonable equity. In the crisis, they need help. 
As a consequence of the aid measures, even higher taxes are now being discussed.” (Martin Gundinger)

 � “Entrepreneurship carries risk, and risk also means the risk of failure. On the one hand, we say we need a culture of 
failure (...) and on the other hand, as soon as a company weakens, we call for the state. At some point, we have to say 
quite clearly that the crisis is over and we turn back to market-based mechanisms.” (Gunther Reimoser)

Michael JägerThe PanelBarbara Kolm

Oliver GinthörMartin GundingerGunther Reimoser
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Vienna

June 2nd

Recording:
https://youtu.be/tWXchmCZzSg

Recap: 

Per Bylund summarized the most pressing health issues of 
the pandemic and lockdown period. All political discourse 
evolved around one single topic. But other things matter 
too, and still have been excluded from the decision 
making. People forgot about the trade offs, which enabled 
politicians to use lockdowns as only solution. That means 
a facilitation of power in central planning. In the real world 
we always experience trade offs, everything comes at a 
cost – the opportunity cost, the loss of other options that 
cannot be chosen anymore. The audience is listening to 
this talk, while they could have chosen something else. But 
that something else is lost, because they chose the talk. In 
case of the lockdown, politicians chose for us. We all value 
different things. If someone else choses for us, we are not 
likely to get the best outcome, because they don’t know 
the individual trade offs. Imagine now, if someone choses 
for us without having our best at heart!
 Public health is not only about shielding the people 
from a virus. Screenings of other types of diseases have 
been canceled in many countries and the consequences 
will be terrible. Late diagnosis and postponed treatment 
might cause deaths, thus indirectly related to Corona. In 
Addition to that, governments created a mental health 
crisis by asking people to stay home. We are social 
animals and need the contact to other people. Children 
couldn’t go to school, were locked up with the parents 
only. Frustration ends in aggression more frequently.
 Unemployment put an additional strain on people’s 
health and on government’s purse. Businesses that are 
now wiped out were part of the production structures 
society depends on. You cannot pause a supply chain. 
Businesses go under and do not reappear at will. Many 
will be gone forever with the value they created and the 
jobs they provided. 
 Life is not simply a beating heart. Life is about 
experiences, interacting with others, learning, love and 
friendships, laughs, and intellectual stimulation. All that 
was lost, because authorities focused on only one variable. 
 The panel discussion was started by Wolfgang Wein 
who quoted Ludwig von Mises, “the most important asset 
we have as mankind is reason.” Thus follows the question 
whether governments did act reasonably. Wein came to 
a positive conclusion. Politicians asked experts for help 
instead of “Voodoo-priests”. The situation was difficult, 
even the experts had to learn how the virus was spreading. 
And wearing a mask and keeping one’s distance are easy 
measures. 
 Politicians had to face the opposition parties. If the 
lockdown would have started too late, they would have 
blamed the government. As the lockdowns lasted too 
long, they criticized this. 
 The second speaker, Edith Kollermann emphasized 
a politician’s duty to keep the country running no 
matter how unknown the upcoming challenges are. In 
retrospective it is quite easy to judge whether the job was 
well done. Politicians need management skills, such as 
coping with complexity. Although the Corona crisis was 
a challenge, there are more serious challenges  coming 
up the next years: climate change, global migration, 
demographic changes. Inexperienced trial and error is not 
to be tolerated.  There was no benchmarking, no data was 
collected in order to find our which solutions worked best.    
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 � “The pandemic and the fear it has brought has done away with an immensely important concept: the trade off, the 
balancing act between different valuable outcomes.” (Per Bylund)

 � “We lost everything that matters about life, because not one of those things that make life worth living mattered to 
the officials. (…) Doing nothing is not the lesson to learn here. (…) Every decision has a trade off. [Many measures were] 
an utter failure and entirely unnecessary.” (Per Bylund)

 � “Politicians have not started their job as trained managers of pandemics. The depended on experts. And as they did 
not asked Voodoo-priests, they acted rationally.” (Wolfgang Wein)

 � “We need pandemic strategies and a wider public health focus. We need an active crisis management to avoid hard 
lockdowns and the closing of the economy.” (Edith Kollermann)

Per BylundBarbara Kolm

The Panel Wolfgang WeinEdith Kollermann
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Recording:
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Recap: 

Lord Hannan of Kingsclere started his keynote with a 
bold statement, “Things are not going back to normal.” 
He prophesized that the political and psychological 
changes brought by COVID-19 will last long after the virus 
has faded. The collective threat pushed us back to our 
most primal instincts, we become more hierarchical and 
even demanding the smack of firm government. People 
have not only acquiesced in the abandonment of their 
freedoms; they demand it.
 We are a tribal species; we have evolved in kin-groups 
and have a natural predilection for hierarchy, for being 
told what to do. Hannan pointed out that the monarchical 
impulse runs not only in our fairy story of old, but even 
in our Science Fiction movies. Star Wars is filled with 
Emperors and Princesses and top-down hierarchical 
systems, because we regard them as natural order. Only 
in the last 200 years humans have elevated empirical 
knowledge and experience over natural instinct. Humans 
elevated the individual over the collective, and the rules 
over the rulers which served to make us richer, freer, and 
happier.
 Marek Tatala led the panel through some topic-specific 
questions such as “what will the state do now” and “what 
should he do? As for Poland, he sent the answer to the 
question right along. Poland’s government is seeking a 
“New Deal” for Poland, and in the process wants to raise 
taxes and generally have more government intervention. 
 Adrian Nikolov from Bulgaria criticized that all measures 
would be implemented according to a top-down principle. 
Everything is given by the EU, Bulgaria then only has to 
implement the plan. For the Czech Republic, Martin 
Panek assessed the situation very similarly. The national 
recovery plan must be agreed with the EU, while in the 
same breath the increase in taxation of businesses that 
have not been hit so hard by the crisis, such as the real 
estate industry and the energy sector are being discussed. 
Martin Vlachynsky added in the perspective of Slovakia 
that although the government has intervened extremely, 
the death rates are extremely high. He also said that large 
welfare programs are being planned, which would be 
financed by taxing the middle and upper classes. While 
at the same time the actually stimuli are outsourced to 
the EU.
 Everyone agrees that the anti-market reform plans 
did not simply emerge in the wake of the crisis, but are 
part of a long agenda of certain political elites, often 
nothing more than shopping plans. Politicians are using 
the pandemic as a pretext to finally implement what 
they have been dreaming about for 10 to 20 years. 
In doing so, they act illogically, against the market, 
massively increase the debt burden and, ironically, talk 
about sustainability. But on the whole, none of this will 
help with recovery.
 All three agree that in the pandemic the extreme failure 
of the state was obvious. That’s why taxes should be cut 
now. For one thing, it’s easier than 50 different measures, 
so every citizen and every company knows that he or she 
will get relief, everyone benefits. Secondly, it massively 
reduces bureaucracy and thus prevents the already 
bloated state from becoming even bigger. And third, no 
one can cobble together benefits, aid, etc.; in short, tax 
cuts are lobby- and corruption-proof.
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 � “We now weald powers that previous generations attributed to gods and wizards. Ordinary people in the West have 
a living standard that a medieval king could not have dreamed of. Why? Because we lifted the restrictions of human 
innovation and enterprise.” (Lord Hannan of Kingsclere)

 � “On the whole, we are following the EU’s footsteps to a great extent. The most important thing is ‘greening energy’, 
the transition away from coal and dirty energy. It’s all top-down.” (Adrian Nikolov)

 � “The national recovery plans have nothing to do with post pandemic recovery. They are just wishes that some people  
on the political spectrum had for years.” (Martin Panek)

 � The government outsourced any spending stimulus to the European Union. (…) Actually everything what was on the 
table for the past ten years was collected and thrown inside the recovery plan and send to Brussels in the hope they will 
allow it to pass.” (Martin Vlachynsky)

Lord Hannan of KingsclereMarek Tatala

Adrian Nikolov Martin VlachynskyMartin Panek
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June 9th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/98iwuTmh5FA

Recap: 

In her keynote, Barbara Kolm compared the state to over-
caring parents. While it is a noble goal to keep harm from 
one’s children, they never learn to cope with conflicts. 
Modern Welfare States follow similar ideals.  From the poor 
social standards of past times, a cascade of legislative and 
institutional implementations of the past 100 years have 
changed most societies to the better. Education, Health 
Care, Social Security are only some of the more obvious 
fields of responsibility of a caring state. 
 At least we think so. But the regulation has led to less 
solidarity. We have simply shifted responsibility from the 
individual level to the state. Still, welfare is a good thing.  
The problem is, there is a prize, not only in financial means. 
The price is freedom, freedom of individual development.  
The caring state covers the losses and by doing so hinders 
us to learn and achieve the ability to deal with a risk. 
Seldom, a unique event has uncovered this problem to 
such an extent as the current COVID-crisis.
 Politicians have not considered self responsibility as 
a response to a health risk. True, it was a brand new 
risk and we knew little about it´s characteristics and 
consequences. But also true is, that the people of Europe 
were obviously not considered as responsible and rational 
adults. Why? Did they also take a minute to contemplate 
why people show so little responsibility? Did one conclude 
that the decades of guidance produced dependency?
 We were again taken care of. This time by massive 
lock downs, a strange word for what is meant: a halt of 
living. The lockdown would cause enormous costs and 
it was clear that these costs would have to be at least 
eased by the state. Thus, the number of individuals that 
depend from the state was all of a sudden obvious and 
grew within a few weeks to an extend that has never been 
seen in history before. State employees applauded the 
measures, while other groups responses depended on the 
adaptability of their business. Our caring state has turned 
those who have until then tax-financed welfare into new 
dependents. Countless employees and entrepreneurs 
have lost their income. Many of them will rely on the state.
 It might be unpopular to discuss welfare right in the 
middle of a crisis. And it would definitely not be a good 
idea to reduce it right now. But it is definitely the right 
moment to think of the unintended consequences of 
overflowing welfare.
 The first panelist, Martin Ågerup presented situation 
in Denmark. There is so much welfare money spent on 
a broad base of the population that very little money is 
left for worthy causes. Handicaped people are not always 
helped the way they expected it. Denmark has an open 
economy, a relatively flexible labor market, and a quite 
efficient private sector.
 Mateusz Benedyk from Poland was not in favor of the 
welfare state at all. The welfare stet promises to end 
poverty, but after a few years of welfare, there are more 
people in need that before. The same happens with 
unemployment rates and care for the elderly. The welfare 
state promotes routine and stability, but not risk taking 
and innovation.
 Pierre Garello talked about France which has a very high 
financial burden. He described France as recentralized 
and technocratic; the state wants to be in charge of 
everything. It is not equality of rights that matters, but 
equality of income. People envy others who are wealthier. 
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 � “Almost all over Europe, political leaders have not considered self responsibility as a response to a health risk. True, 
it was a brand new risk and we knew little about it´s characteristics and consequences. But also true is, that the people 
of Europe were obviously not considered as responsible and rational adults.” (Barbara Kolm)

 � “Were politicians right in assuming that – much more than information – we need strict rules to follow? And didn´t we 
proof them right when the slightest ease of the shut downs lead to increasing case reports?” (Barbara Kolm)

 � “The idea of the welfare state is quite sensible: you help people who are unable to help themselves. But in fact the 
system is spending a lot of money on people who are capable to taking care of themselves.” (Martin Ågerup)

 � “You should not be a proponent of the welfare state, because it does not bring the results it promised.” (Mateusz 
Benedyk)

 � “You need to be able to afford socialism as it is very expensive.” (Pierre Garello)

Barbara KolmMarek Tatała 

Pierre Garello Martin ÅgerupMateusz Benedyk

Marek Tatała
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July 13th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/I7wRVQxJs58

Recap: 

Stephen Bartulica, Andrej Grubišić, and Hrvoje Serdarušić, 
were guests of Mate Ćurić, who chaired the discussion on 
the public sector in Croatia. 
 Stephen started his statement with the observation 
that the COVID crisis has shown the vulnerability of the 
Croatian economy and the dependence of the country 
on tourism, which proved to be an especially vulnerable 
branch. We don’t know what our economy will look like 
when the government stops focusing on COVID measures.
 He advocated for a return to normalcy as soon as 
possible. People should again make decisions for 
themselves. Many Croatians mix up crony capitalism with 
a functioning free market. Croatia suffers from too much 
cronyism. Statistics show that Croatia has a large share 
of government managed public companies, compared 
to other EU countries. The pandemic has just reinforced 
that. He war convinced that the government interferes 
too much with the economy, picking winners and losers 
according to arbitrary criteria.
 Andrej focused on the story of the COVID measures. 
All the populist theories and constructs once tested with 
empirical evidence, usually do not have any chance. But 
people love there stories; they are being told that whatever 
has to be done it is not going to be on their expenses, but 
on somebody else’s. He quotes Milton Friedman: “Nobody 
spends other peoples’ money as rational as his own.” 
Andrej added that all the National plans for Recovery 
and Resilience” are hiding crony capitalism. There is a 
hidden agenda including arbitrary decisions from the 
local governments about who would be entitled to receive 
certain funds. However, they keep silent on the fact that it 
is not government’s money. There are only two sources: 
the existing taxpayers and EU funds, as Croatia being a 
poor state is a net gainer.
 Not only Croatia has conducted a rather irrational 
monetary policy in the past years. Money has been printed 
with our any meaningful control, which resulted in zero 
and even negative interest rates and inflation. 
 When asked how government should address the 
pandemic, Andrej proposes a massive tax refund to all 
private individuals living in Croatia. All the taxes would 
be returned from funds raised by additional loans, which 
Croatians will have to repay anyway. But by getting these 
funds, peoples would have the chance to decide how 
the money should be spent. The second suggestion is a 
linear tax reduction. Thus, the gain would be returned to 
businesses that actually produce value. 
 Hrvoje added that such intervention should be done 
without discrimination. The Croatian government took 
the liberty of choosing which company should survive. 
He called that triage. He identified the fund for selected 
companies as zombification. The government decides 
which company should survive, even if it should better be 
erased from the market.
 Croatia has a free rider problem: many people prefer 
the situation to continue. But, people are responsible, 
not the government. The social welfare state created a 
mentality that governments have to provide for people, 
and this opens the window for a totalitarian state. The 
government controls the health care system, and also the 
education and pension systems. 

Program

Public Support and the Increasing Public Sector

Moderator:  Mate Ćurić, Center for the Renewal of Culture

Partner Introduction

   Stephen Bartulica, Member of the Croatian Parliament, Center 
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 � “Inflation is nothing but taxation without legislation.” (Andrej Grubišić)

 � “All the advocates of free markets in the US see the greatest threat not in criminal rates or immigration, but in the 
growing entitlement state in the minds of ever more people.” (Andrej Grubišić)

 � “The Prime Minister unfortunately likes to repeat that the Corona situation has shown the need for big government.” 
(Stephen Bartulica)

 � “The social welfare state created a mentality that governments have to provide for people, and this opens the window 
for a totalitarian state.” (Hrvoje Serdarušić)

The PanelStephen Bartulica

Andrej Grubišić Mate ĆurićHrvoje Serdarušić
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ZURICH

Zurich

April 20th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/gA4JILZ1S_M

Recap: 

The FMRS Zurich was opened by Isabelle Hirs. She pointed 
out that the Swiss franc, as a strong currency, is also 
dependent on the monetary policy of the European Union 
and the United States, thus illustrating the urgency of the 
issue “the Costs of Continued Unconventional Monetary 
Policy.”
 The webinar was opened by the Key Note Speech of 
Leszek Balcerowicz from Warsaw, Poland. He pointed 
out that the current policy of cheap money conducted 
by central banks has serious negative consequences. 
Commercial banks are given the incentive to lend money 
to companies that are not creditworthy. And – way more 
importantly – this monetary policy acts as a symptom 
control, suppressing necessary supply side reforms that 
are the root cause of the current economic problems. 
However, central bank policy has created a situation 
that makes it necessary to continue this policy. To make 
matters worse, this massively increases the risk of a new 
financial crisis.
 Barbara Kolm moderated the experts panel. In his 
contribution, Richard Zundritsch elaborates on another 
problem of the current monetary policy: The German 
government is paid to borrow money, thus benefits from 
the monetary policy, while investors or private savers 
suffer from the current regime. Because they cannot 
increase the value of their capital, they even lose 2% of 
their money per year due to inflation. Banks have made 
the Keynesian principle absolute. More and more money 
is printed to save a market in case of minor crises. This 
leads to a massive misallocation of money.
 Prince Michael of Lichtenstein picked up on what was 
said before by pointing out that government must stop 
living beyond its means. It’s one of the main reasons for 
the current distress. The destruction of savings due to the 
monetary policy will lead to a massive pension problem. 
He illustrated the problematic nature of current monetary 
policy by stating “It allowed government to get a higher and 
higher state in society and the economy which is very bad, 
because there are more and more people that financially 
depend on the system.” He referred to the previous 
contributions and concluded that the government is 
bailed out because they always get new money for which 
they do not even have to pay interest. 
 Karen Wendt summed up the current monetary policy: 
The market is flooded with money while the interest rate 
tends toward zero or is even negative. For her, part of the 
problem lies in the inflationary interventions of the state 
and international institutions into the markets. In this 
process, the most important forces for real economic 
growth, namely innovation and entrepreneurship, fall 
by the wayside. The whole model needs to be changed. 
Money must encourage innovation, while at the same 
time entrepreneurship must be empowered, not 
discouraged.
 In the ensuing debate, all three experts again referred 
to the mechanism of current monetary policy. Central 
bank policies make the rich richer and the poor poorer, 
not capitalism, because they devalue money and property. 
Moreover, this development disempowers citizens. 
Property rights mean empowerment because they always 
go hand in hand with responsibility. In summary, the 
current monetary policy is a dead end that we must leave 
as soon as possible.

Program

The Traps of Monetary Policy

Moderator:  Barbara Kolm, Austrian Economics Center, Hayek Institute and  
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 � “The Unconventional Monetary Policy and interest rates close to zero induce the zombification of the economy, 
because the commercial banks have incentives to continue lending to otherwise incumbent firms.” Leszek Balcerowitcz)

 � “The German government is paid to borrow money, thus benefits from the monetary policy, while investors or private 
savers suffer from the current regime.” (Richard Zundritsch)

 � “The strong involvement of the state always brings us closer to a planned economy [...] And this brings us the planned 
citizen.” (HSH Prince Michael of Liechtenstein)

 � “Money must encourage innovation, while at the same time entrepreneurship must be empowered, not 
discouraged.” (Karen Wendt)

Leszek BalcerowiczIsabelle HirsBarbara Kolm

Richard ZundritschKaren WendtHSH Prince Michael of 
Liechtenstein
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ZURICH

Zurich

August 23rd

Zunfthaus zur Waag
Münsterhof 8
Zürich 8001 
Switzerland

Recap: 

On Monday, August 23rd 2021, a group of more than 50 
friends and freedom advocates came together in Zurich, 
as part of the FMRS Free Market Road Show, so as to 
discuss Europe 2.0 as well as the long-term effects of 
government intrusion into the daily lives of the people.
 The first panel discussed the future of Europe. Lukas 
Mandl reported on the relations with Switzerland, stated 
that we needed more freedom towards the inside, and 
more strength towards the outside. The deliberations 
with Switzerland should happen from this point of view. 
Governments are right if they provide freedom to the 
people. The reasons for the current stop of negotiations 
are certainly also to be found within the EU. The focus 
should be on what is possible, not what is obviously not 
working. The EU may learn from Switzerland, e.g. in terms 
of innovation and security, and it should also generally 
consider doing less instead of always more.
 Prince Michael of Liechtenstein argued that the 
Paneuropean idea is more than relevant today. We 
should think of Europe as a set of villages, metaphorically 
speaking, and always defend subsidiarity. Most important 
factors are the common market and defense policies. 
Otto von Habsburg, who was one of the most prominent 
promotors of a federal Paneurope, wanted the former 
European Community to go against bureaucracy in 
the national states, however nowadays it is the EU who 
creates more and more regulation and integration.
 Peter Fischer showed us that the European common 
market is the most liberal project to date of the EU. The 
bilateral way is often seen as a transitional stage, but the 
EU should be more flexible to find solutions which also 
respect smaller regions, while more and more integration 
would not work in the long run.
 The second panel of the evening brought together a 
diverse group of experts from the United States, Italy, and 
Switzerland. Liberty today is under threat. The consequences 
of an infectious virus that has affected many have been 
compounded by what will surely prove to be a more 
consequential pandemic: that of the unmitigated government 
involvement in the affairs of every human social interaction. 
 Roberta Herzberg kicked off the panel with a defense of 
the United States federalist system which has proven to 
be a good model for experimentation at the local level—
allowing states and local communities to determine 
what course to take, for the most part, throughout the 
pandemic. This has allowed individuals to “vote with their 
feet” as state restrictions became too much for them to 
handle. One example is the great exodus from California 
into more liberal states like Texas, Idaho, and the Dakota’s. 
 The second speaker of the panel was Alberto Mingardi, 
who focused on the fiscal consequences that the pandemic 
will have on the EU and the “long-COVID” effects that the 
pandemic will have for our societies. 
 The third participant was Gioia Porlezza, who highlighted 
specifically the fear that young people have to express 
non-mainstream opinions and the impacts this has on our 
democratic system. 
 Overall, the panel though struck a positive tone. While we 
are in the midst of difficult circumstances and many around 
the world are suffering under brutal regimes which has been 
exacerbated by the pandemic, we ought to be optimistic 
about the strength of the human spirit which has managed to 
prevail time and time again throughout the course of history.

Program

The Silent Decline of Freedom
17:30  Registration and Drinks

18:00 – 18:10 Introduction

   Shawn Stephenson, Rising Tide Foundation

Panel 1: Europa 2.0 – Die Idee einer Paneuropäischen Union – auf Deutsch
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   Peter Fischer, NZZ

   Lukas Mandl, Member of European Parliament ÖVP, Negotiator  
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20:10  Aperó riche

   Kreuzgang Fraumünster
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 � “Die EU kann mit Drittstaaten zusammenarbeiten und sollte bessere Integrationsmodelle schaffen, als dies 
momentan mit der UK und CH der Fall ist.” Lukas Mandl

The AudienceMarco Weber, HSH Prince Michael of 
Liechtenstein, Peter Fischer, Lukas Mandl

Gioia Porlezza, Bobby Herzberg, 
Alberto Mingardi

Gioia Porlezza
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ZURICH

Zurich

October 11th

Recording:
https://youtu.be/QeJCSJVqBzc

Recap: 

The third FMRS Zurich was dedicated to sustainable 
finance and Decentralized Finance. This sector sees a lot 
of disruption and innovation: blockchain, Decentralized 
Finance (DeFi), crypto fonds, and tokenization of the 
economy. 
 Matthias Nadler explained what DeFi is: it employs public 
blockchain networks and smart contracts to build on open, 
transparent, composable, and non-custodial financial 
protocols. There are no access restrictions; it is in theory 
fully transparent and every interaction is permanently and 
immutably recorded. Then he numerated the differences 
between DeFi and traditional finance. In DeFi, there are 
no institutions as intermediate any more, no other people 
who do the transactions, no centralized clearing process. 
In the blockchain, we use atomic settlements: if any part 
of a transaction fails the whole transaction will fail. Users 
can build their own investment experience on blockchain, 
they are not subject to the services traditional institutions 
offer. Such institutions are sometimes geographically 
limited, whereas DeFi is a truly global market. All you 
need to participate, is the internet and a browser. That 
is important not only for financial inclusion, but also for 
capital efficiency. If the return on capital is higher in certain 
parts of the world, you can move your capital there in a 
matter of moments to ensure maximum capital efficiency.  
Traditional bank transactions are like writing a letter which 
takes a day to arrive. DeFi transactions are settled almost 
immediately, depending on the protocol you are using, 
just like an email. 
 But there are risks as well. With a new technology, 
there are also new risks investors need to be aware of, 
eg. phishing attacks. As there is no intermediary you need 
to protect your assets. A wrong transaction cannot be 
undone. The protocol codes can contain bugs. A single 
wrong character can cause millions of Dollars of losses 
for a protocol. In addition to technical issues, the protocol 
could work on wrong assumptions like pricing data from 
a compromised source. Then he mentioned governance 
attacks: the equity of the protocols if often freely available 
and tradable. Someone can gain influence over a certain 
protocol, someone who is a bad agent or from another 
protocol and attempts to take over yours. Some protocols 
are not as decentralized as they claim to be. 
 Katrin Schuler explained that no two protocols are 
functioning the same. Some protocols absorb losses 
through minting of new protocol tokens. The more of these 
tokens are on the market, the more their value diminishes. 
Investors should take a diligent look at the protocols they 
want to invest in and it takes cross-disciplinary skills and 
knowledge, because there are technical, economic, and 
behavioral aspects to take into account.
 Bernadette Leuzinger said that inverstors are still on the 
fringes of DeFi, they are slowly coming to understand the 
opportunities and risks. DeFi is still in the experimental 
phase and therefore ony a small part in inventors’ 
portfolio. There is still a lot of research and development 
necessary.
 George Boyar agreed that investors need to know 
what they are doing. These protocols are businesses 
selling their equity to get users into their protocol. But 
multiple Hundreds of percent of return are not going to 
be sustainable in the long run.

Program
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 � “I believe that Decentralized Finance has the same chance to revolutionize the finance sector than email had for the 
communication sector.” (Matthias Nadler)

 � “DeFi is super exciting and here to stay. However, it requires a lot of research from the investor side to make it a 
relatively safe experience at this point.” (Matthias Nadler)

 � “With Bitcoin or Ethereum that have been around for some time, it is hard to receive multiple hundred percent of 
return, but 50 – 60% are accumable. That is not going to be sustainable in the long run.” (George Boyar)

 � “Sustainable Finance is not just CO2 emissions or green finance, It’s also about systemic stability, about the functions 
of money in the future.” (Karen Wendt)

 � “The protocols are open source. So, It’s easy to copy the most successful ones and start competition.” (Katrin Schuler)

Matthias NadlerLeeor Groen Katrin Schuler

Bernadette LeuzingerDeyana Nedeva George Boyar
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KEY NOTES

Jean-Philippe Delsol

Unintended consequences of regulation

Youtube: https://youtu.be/XF0Roivce_8

Jean-Philippe Delsol emphasized first the reduction of 
freedoms during the pandemic, mentioning France in 
particular, and the dynamic which leads these abnormal 
restrictions to become perceived as normal by ordinary 
citizens. Mr. Delsol identified this dynamic as a manifestation 
of ‘voluntary servitude’ a term which originated with a 
nineteenth-century French writer. He later described 
the ease with which state expenditures grew during the 
pandemic, citing the fact that French public spending 
amounted to over two-thirds of total GDP in 2020. 
 Mr. Delsol discussed the manner by which the pandemic 
provided a pretext for centralization. He warned of a 
technocratic layer that threatens to undermine decision-
making, drawing from the example of mismanaged vaccine 
procurement in the European Union. He also referred to 
the state’s tendency to blackmail businesses to ensure 
they abide by new and sweeping regulations. 
 Mr. Delsol expressed concern for the financial condition of 
businesses after the pandemic, particularly amidst the looming 
risk of state intervention. Corruption risks accompanying the 
growth in bureaucracy, and that an increasing bureaucracy 
acts as a self-perpetuating mechanism for producing 
further regulation. This vicious regulatory cycle progressively 
undermines entrepreneurship, makes nations poorer, and 
usually culminates in a general collapse. Politicians believe 
they are doing good when they decide on behalf of citizens 
and maneuver to win support for their political objectives.

Quotes

 � “The state declared itself at war with the virus. Why? 
Because it was a way to institute a state of exception.”

 � “We can say that a free country is one in which everything 
that is not forbidden is allowed, and what a totalitarian state 
is is one in which everything that is not allowed is forbidden.”

 � “The more civil servants there are, the more regulations 
there are since civil servants have nothing more pressing 
than to produce regulation in order to prove themselves 
useful. And the more civil servants there are and the more 
regulations there are, the greater the risk of corruption is.”

Andrew Bernstein

How to Improve the American School System

Youtube: https://youtu.be/rI8DYKcENjY

Andrew Bernstein is a college professor and has personal 
experience of the lack of education in some of his 
students. Some have great troubles with reading and 
understanding the content; some are unable to compose 
an essay at college level; and some have no idea about 
American history, even though they decided to study the 
subject.
 According to Bernstein, this problem has existed for 
years. One root of it is the debate of how to teach children 
to read. In America the whole-word-method, where kids 
memorize the shape of the words, is preferred to the 
phonics-method, where kids learn the sound of each 
letter. Bernstein says the latter is easier to learn, but 
leftists prefer the former method for political reasons. 
 American Schools do not train the mind or teach 
academic subjects such as maths, literature, history, 
science, etc, but focus on sports, vocal training, and other 
non-academic lessons. The students do not learn to think, 
so they score poorly in domestic and international studies. 
Only the best students should learn academic subjects, 
the majority should be good in their jobs and obey the 
state, but not think for themselves. A typical socialist idea, 
says Bernstein.
 How do we fix the problem? By privatizing the school 
system. Parents and not state bureaucrats should choose 
the best schools for their children. Only those schools will 
thrive that best serve their purpose. 

Quotes

 � “In a number of cases, students struggle simply with 
the mechanics of reading, which makes comprehensive 
reading enormously difficult.”

 � “Why can’t schools be the one place in society that 
focus on training the mind? (…) Schools should train 
kids on how to think and give them, content in academic 
subjects.”

 � “There is such a wide choice of food and restaurants – 
why can’t the US have the same choice of schools?”
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Radovan Ďurana 

How the state affects individual freedoms in the 
name of public health

Youtube: https://youtu.be/5RB2JAlMGZE

Radovan Ďurana of INESS devoted special focus to the 
subtler ways by which the state affects individual freedoms 
in the name of public health. He noted that as health and 
life expectancy have become the supreme indicator of 
national success, the image of the ideal citizen has shifted 
from one that is virtuous to one that is health-conscious. 
Mr. Ďurana invoked, for instance, the example of fast 
food to describe how unhealthy consumers will decline 
to change their behavior even if informed, leading the 
state to then impose taxes or regulations that affect all 
consumers, healthy or not. 
 He contrasted the state’s desire to directly influence 
citizens’ behavior for their own good with enlightened 
beliefs that the individual possesses autonomy and intrinsic 
agency. The motivations behind government initiatives 
to regulate certain practices have broadened beyond 
public health to justifications including that the taxation of 
cigarettes, for instance, can increase state revenues. 
 Mr. Ďurana also discussed the escalating paternalism of 
the modern regulatory state through its desire to diminish 
any activity with risks involved and the collision course this 
potentially sets with private households. Finally, he spoke of a 
reluctance by many states to transfer risk to private insurers. 
These insurers have the right approach by taking risky 
behavior into consideration when setting insurance prices, 
which ensures that costs are not shared by all consumers.

Quotes

 � “It is no longer a free citizen who decides how to manage 
his body and free time; now, it is the society that claims his 
time and even his product – the added value. The citizen 
has become an asset of the state, an individual whose 
healthy body generates tax revenue and benefits others.”

 � “Trying to inform about the negative consequences 
of long-term action is certainly of a different character 
than an effort to remove tobacco from our lives over the 
course of twenty years.”

 � “Health-motivated paternalism will gradually surmount 
the walls of privacy. After all, the New Citizen is not 
supposed to harm his health, is he?”

Federico N. Fernández

30 Years Estonian Independence

Youtube: https://youtu.be/O1XCqImnv4U

Federico Fernandez reminded us of the lessons we should 
learn from the collapse of the socialist government of 
Estonia. In 1989, Estonia regained its independence from 
the Soviet Union. Back then Estonia suffered from high 
inflation and unemployment. 
 The EU today, however, is repeating the failure of 
the socialist past: centralization, huge public spending, 
bureaucrascy, red tape, and high taxation. The high 
taxation makes EU countries uncompetitve on the market. 
Estonia with its liberated private sector shows how to 
succeed.
 In the handling of the pandemic, the organization of 
vaccination, Europe again showed a tendency towards 
centralization. For example, there are neo-communist 
traits in Spain. But there is on example of how it should 
be done: Estonia.
 Estonia‘s first free government followed the ideas 
of Milton Friedman, reestablished the rule of law, the 
system of private property, and property rights. They 
fought against corruption, opened the country to trade 
and introduced a flat tax. The concept of eGovernment - 
online provided public services - simplified structures and 
reduced bureaucracy. 

Quotes

 � “Within the EU, a country has liberated its private 
sector with a pro-market and pro-innovation environment: 
Estonia.”

 � “Most tax systems in Europe are unfair and 
entrepreneurs need an army of lawyers to comply.”

 � “Entrepreneurs should not pay taxes when they have 
not made any profit.”
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Martin Gundinger

On the importance of self-determination

Youtube: https://youtu.be/vgB1w6G7WVI

Martin Gundinger started by contending that individual 
freedoms are presently endangered and that civil rights 
and democracy are incompatible. He indicated that 
these matters, which had long predated the pandemic, 
had grown more apparent in the past year as citizenries 
demonstrated the unprecedented extent to which 
they were willing to relinquish their freedoms and civil 
liberties. Any ‘right’ the state bestows upon a populace 
can be likewise confiscated, rendering them as little more 
than privileges. He accordingly defined civil rights as the 
characteristics of civilized human interactions. 
 Mr. Gundinger subsequently discussed the way 
in which democracy has associated itself with mass 
‘participation’ rather than ‘self-determination,’ even as the 
latter epitomizes the individual freedoms that individuals 
refer to when they speak of protecting democracy. 
He presented self-determination as a protective force 
against majoritarian excesses within democracies, 
as exemplified by the widespread public support for 
nationwide quarantines. He emphasized the threat to 
individual freedoms posed by the compulsory impulses 
of majoritarianism, as well as the decades-long growth of 
regulatory regimes within democracies. 
 Mr. Gundinger related self-determination to the pursuit 
of dreams, contrasting it with the repressive risks of 
majoritarian rule against both civil liberties and minority 
elements. Finally, he reaffirmed the authentic, prosperous, 
and fulfilling opportunities which freedom can provide 
when individual self-determination, rather than majoritarian 
participation, is prioritized first within a free society.

Quotes

 � “Trying to cure irresponsibility by taking responsibility 
from people won’t mitigate, but exacerbate the problem.”

 � “Being unable to lead a self-determined life is the same 
as being unable to pursue dreams.”

 � “Freedom, in the sense of self-determination, is what 
makes a society prosperous, fascinating, and worth living in.”

Daniel Kaddik

The Role of the State

Youtube https://youtu.be/qJ_MKKcFcFU

Daniel Kaddik analysed the role of the state. Humans are 
social beings and societies govern relations between people. 
Since the enlightenment, liberal thinking has it that the role 
of the state is confined to protecting the natural rights and 
freedoms of individuals and take care of the rule of law. The 
state only exists to serve individuals, to allow them a degree 
of freedom and prosperity otherwise impossible. 

The state always carries the possibility of oppression. This 
is why fundamental right, constitutionalism, and the rule 
of law are so important. Democracy is not perfect, but it 
is the best tool to keep the state in check. There is no 
freedom without democracy. The way the pandemic has 
been dealt with gives rise to worries. Are the restrictions 
proportional? They have taken away peoples’ way of 
earning their livelihood. Consequently, they depend on 
the state and unemployment money. We see a strong 
push for centralization, and expanse of state intervention 
in economy and private life.

Insecurities breed fear and if unaddressed or belittled 
will result in search for alternatives. If people get 
disenfranchised they look for saviors. And conspiracy 
theories flourish.

Quotes

 � “Societies govern and mediate relations for people 
who live in them, for better or worse.”

 � “It has been a cornerstone of liberal thinking since 
the enlightenment that the legitimacy of the state rests 
in the ability to protect the natural rights and freedoms 
of individuals and to enforce the basic structure of the 
market.”

 � “Democracy while being far from being a or the perfect 
system is the best took we have to keep the state in check 
and the only system that ensures the equality of rights 
between individuals, citizenship and dignity.”

 � “There can be democracy without freedom, but in state 
structures there cannot be freedom without democracy.”
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Brian McWilliams

Threats to Democracy and to basic Civil Liberties and 
Civil Rights

Youtube: https://youtu.be/fvxcTBQytec

Brian Williams analyzed the limitations governments 
imposed on individual and entrepreneurial freedom. 
These are strange times, where governments are given 
to fearmongering that has been supported by the media. 
Thus, they are able to dictate people to stay home, to 
abandon their businesses, to shut down schools.
  Governments limited people’s freedom of movement, 
freedom to make a living, to feed their families, to earn 
an income, an to just go out in general and meet others. 
And we were accepting these things, because of the fear 
instilled and the threat that was constantly repeated. 
Mr. McWilliams insisted that there is nothing that should 
government give the power to do that. People have 
differing opinions about the pandemic. Whether or 
not the death rate would warrant certain actions of the 
government or whether it should be left to the people to 
decide.
 We never had lockdowns in the past, not even during 
war times. Entrepreneurial and individual freedom cannot 
be separated, because without entrepreneurs, we would 
not have access to so many goods and services. Almost 
everything we do on a daily basis depends on business, 
on other people’s inventions.
 Lockdowns are a distinct threat to democracy. If 
government can shut down your business and force you 
to stay at home, the by default there is no democracy.

Quotes

 � “Limiting the entrepreneurial and the individual 
freedom might seem like two different things, but they are 
not. They are uniquely tied together.” 

 � “Everyday when I turn on my car, or my computer, 
when I access the internet, when I buy the food that feeds 
my family, I’m depending on entrepreneurs. 

 � “Now, we have come out of this unbelievable period in 
history where the government has shut down the ability 
of businesses to move forward. (…) The fact that they have 
that power should scare every single one of us.”

Brian McWilliams 

The Regulation Cascade: Government Power to the 
Detriment of Consumers

Youtube:  https://youtu.be/isu2cAGGeiM

Brian McWilliams talked about the creation of regulatory 
bodies based upon financial markets. He discussed different 
banks, particularly in the US, which depend upon the federal 
government for backing when giving out loans to large 
amounts of people. Due to certain regulatory mandates 
given to banks by the federal government, he argued that 
these mandates led to the demise of most banks during 
the financial crisis in 2008. The response was to then create 
and mandate more regulations on the banks still standing, 
creating a multiplier effect that gave the regulatory body 
more power over the consumer. 
 He explained that regulatory agencies, at least within the 
United States, are put together mainly of political lobbyists 
rather than knowledgeable professionals. This allows for 
larger corporations to influence the regulations, often hurting 
only smaller business, thus eliminating competition for larger 
corporations giving them more control over the market, 
creating potential inefficiencies for the consumer. While larger 
companies are still operational, small business do not have the 
resources or capacity to adapt to the strenuous regulations, 
forcing them to close. Regulations directly give larger companies 
and regulatory bodies more control over the consumer’s life by 
limiting choices and increasing dependence.

Quotes

 � “Regulations as a whole do not benefit the consumer and 
do not benefit free markets really in any way, shape, or form.”

 � “Typically, people in government do not understand 
the things they are regulating.”

 � “Anytime you introduce a new slate of regulations, 
you are putting a regulatory hurdle in place that will stop 
competitors from entering the market or force smaller 
competitors out of the market.” 

 � “Big companies understand that regulations help them at 
the cost of their competitors and at the cost of consumers.”

 � “Regulations always hurt taxpayers, they always hurt 
consumers, and the free market is the only way in which 
we can solve this.”
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Martin Nowacki

More Regulation - Less Revenue for the State

Youtube:  https://youtu.be/jJhIFrM-8Es

Martin Nowacki focused upon regulation and its 
unintended effects. Mr. Nowacki spoke of the necessity 
of assessing the effects of different regulations, and 
contrasted this with the reality that their social and 
economic contexts are frequently ignored. He documented 
an example in Poland that adheres to this theme, in 
the form of an excise tax increase on cigarettes that 
resulted in diminished budget revenues. He subsequently 
presented a positive example whereby revenues 
increased following multiple reductions in excise duty 
rates for alcohol, a long-term trend which demonstrated 
the importance of determining what he called the golden 
mean between the tax rate and the needs of the public 
finances. Mr. Nowacki later discussed the “bank tax” as 
another example of the unintended effects of regulation, 
which was effective in Poland from February of 2016. The 
tax was intended to amass greater revenue from banks 
and other financial institutions with which to finance an 
array of government programs, but its assumption that 
the banks would sacrifice their profitability in order to 
submit payments to the state budget did not materialize, 
with citizens instead affected by reduced interest rates on 
deposits and increased loan costs. He similarly spoke of 
the amendment to the pharmaceutical law in June of 2017 
that introduced restrictive rules for new pharmacies, and 
whose objectives were also not achieved. Near the end, 
he spoke of the increasing economic difficulties posed by 
mutable and unclear regulations, and the practice by some 
developed countries of consulting representatives of the 
social side in order to better anticipate the unintended 
consequences of regulation. 

Quotes

 � “Many unintended consequences of laws could be 
avoided in time if the legislative process included a full 
impact assessment of the laws introduced. On the other 
hand, there are many cases where there is a lack of in-
depth economic and social evaluation of the regulations.”

 � “We can only hope that the public and thus politicians 
will pay more attention to the effects of regulations, also 
those not intended.”

Daniel Mitchell

More Government Spending is no Solution

Youtube: https://youtu.be/XOGwc_KGFXE

Daniel Mitchell described what the economy will look 
like in a post COVID health crisis state. Since the loss of 
many small businesses due to the government enforced 
lockdown, it is very unlikely that the economy will return 
to the pre-crisis trendline, meaning government will seek 
to solve the problem using a centralized solution. This 
centralized solution is a large increase in government 
spending which will result in unprecedented levels of debt 
across the world. As this debt continues to increase, later 
generations will find it much more difficult to decrease it as 
well as the size of government. 
 Speaking of size of government, Dr. Mitchell attributed 
the genesis of poor fiscal decisions to the excessive amount 
of government spending, stating that government spending 
will only increase as the size of government increases. While 
attempting to lower the debt is good, many of the laws put 
into place, specifically in the United States and European 
Union, have had little to no effect on decreasing debt. In 
many cases, it has caused debt to increase by incentivizing 
politicians to increase taxes. Dr. Mitchell instead suggested 
that the best way to attack the large amount of government 
spending is to impose spending caps which limit the 
increase in spending by politicians on a yearly basis. Rather 
than simply cutting government spending for a single 
period, spending caps last much longer and are consistent. 
If government spending is growing slower than the private 
sector, progress is sure to follow.  

Quotes

 � “The key thing is that over the long run, make sure that 
government spending is growing slower that the private 
sector. That is how you get progress.”

 � “So while most of us instinctively don’t like government 
borrowing, never forget that replacing debt finance 
spending with tax finance spending is like jumping out of 
the frying pan into the fire.”

 � “If you deal with the underlying disease of government 
that is growing too fast, you solve the symptom of 
government red ink”
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Richard Rahn

Basic Economics and Government Spending

Youtube: https://youtu.be/J8pTGifqQTs

Richard Rahn began his speech with an overview of 
economics before he detailed ways of government 
spending. He said that governments used to understand 
that there are limits to how much you can spend before 
the economy is damaged. People knew that if they spend 
money, they would eventually have to pay it back. And if 
they spend too much, they won’t be able to do so. These 
days, governments spend money almost without limits. 
There is much talk about the New Monetary Theory, 
which Dr. Rahn thought will end in disaster. The expanded 
government spending happens with borrowed money. 
Politicians talk about taxes. If the governments print 
money, it will eventually lead to high inflation with dire 
consequences.  
 Central banks believe they can control the situation. 
The problem is if they cannot, inflation will rise rapidly. In 
the 1970ies, inflation rates rose to 15% in the US, and with 
such rates there is no paying back debts.
  Returning to government spending, Dr. Rahn 
explained that the optimum lies around 25% of the GDP. 
An amount of less that 12% would be insufficient to finance 
the necessary criminal justice system, basic infrastructure 
and health programs, education. More that 30% spending 
would lead to reduced growth, reduced job creation and 
a decline in general welfare.
 A similar issue is with taxes. High taxes reduce the 
economic growth. Arthur Laffer found out that higher 
taxes do not guarantee higher revenue, because people 
work less or leave the country. That’s why ‘tax the rich’ 
does not work.

Quotes

 � “A lot of economic lessons, which have been known 
for the last 200 years, have been forgotten this past year. 
Namely government spending.”

 � “Many governments keep the spending level higher 
that it was before the pandemic.”

 � “The higher the tax rate, the slower the rate of 
economic growth. Higher tax rates tend to bring in no 
additional revenue.”

James Sproule

 Innovation for a Successful Future

Youtube: https://youtu.be/pPWWQBMaOF0

James Sproule, Chief Economist and former senior 
business advisor to Prime Minister Boris Johnson, 
discussed never before seen rapid changes in the 
economy. These changes will not be entirely consistent 
and may stop after some time. Due to this volatility, he 
stressed the importance of a system that embraces 
flexibility and agility, mainly found in free markets. The 
future is so critical that the next few years of government 
and societal action may make changes that impact future 
generations to come. However, Mr. Sproule clarified that 
this innovation will only continue if members of the society 
still believe in the system. 
 Narrowing in on health technology, he talked about the 
role of innovation in the betterment of health care. There 
is no conclusive proof that there is a relationship between 
increasing government spending and the betterment of 
health care. Rather provide incentives for entrepreneurial 
minded people to invent new kinds of lower cost health 
technology. By comparison, many other areas where 
technology has increased has led to massive decreases 
in prices. Mr. Sproule ended his talk by describing how 
government should simply step aside and let the free 
market govern innovation and growth in technology. 
While government’s role is important, he reiterated that 
innovation is much more effective and efficient when 
given to the free market.

Quotes

 � “Those prosperous societies are going to be societies 
in which enlightened self interest is the sort of thing that 
helps individuals and their business, and those businesses 
help create that prosperity.”

 � “The societies that are going to be the most prosperous 
are the ones that give protection to the people, that give 
incentive to the people, to create goods and services that 
all of us want.”

 � “We do need to look at how getting people happy with 
how we as a society organize ourselves and constantly 
pushing on the desirable way to spend money is not a way 
to create a happy, sustainable society in the longer term.”
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Marek Tatala

Deregulate to Boost Economy

Link on Youtube: https://youtu.be/IGlSVnMC8ek

Marek Tatala discussed the myths surrounding regulations 
mandated by government. He distinguished between 
government created regulations and naturally occurring, 
non-governmental regulations. Biology, parents, religions, 
customs, and traditions all act as regulatory bodies on a 
person’s behavior without being under the direct influence 
of government officials. These regulations are not forced 
upon citizens like government enforced regulations but 
are rather incentivized by rewarding those who follow 
them. While these incentives can include a variety of things, 
Mr. Tatala argues the largest among them is reputation. 
 Reputation acting as a regulatory agent is heavily 
observed in sharing economic platforms, such as Uber, 
Lyft, and Airbnb. Therefore, he argued that the largest issue 
with government created regulations is that the problems 
they attempt to solve are out of date and only help prevent 
new companies enter the market. Even worse, many of the 
government sanctioned regulations enacted on society may 
either greatly lessen or destroy the effectiveness of naturally 
occurring, non-governmental regulations. The importance 
of government lies in creating and upholding the rule of 
law, which acts as a guardian to individual freedom and 
keeps government’s power constrained. Mr. Tatala finished 
with the suggestion to deregulate businesses, much further 
than its state just before the recession. This solution will 
help not only restore the economy to the position it was 
in before the crisis but elevate it to a position that has not 
been seen in years. The worst possible thing would be 
further regulation in response to the crisis which would 
worsen the current economic hardship.

Quotes

 � “It is impossible to build a paradise on earth and 
centralized attempts by politicians to build a paradise in 
such a way have failed so many times in the past.”

 � “It is a consequence of state paternalism, which is a 
violation of the principle that everyone has the freedom to act 
to the extent that it does not infringe the freedom of others.”

 � “What government should provide is the rule of law, 
not the rule of regulation.”

Richard Teather 

Stop Living for Staying Alive

Youtube: https://youtu.be/XkD7jnoKPvU

Richard Teather opened his keynote address by delving into 
the issues created by government mandated lock downs and 
quarantines on people’s private lives. These actions taken 
by government might be preventing people from having a 
normal but fundamental human experience. He explains 
that government has not been asking the right questions to 
help resolve the health crisis. He noted the importance of 
scientists, doctors, and epidemiologists in helping stop the 
crisis, but also cites that these people are limited in their 
overall focus and perspective of people’s health problems. 
 Mr. Teather contends that because of this narrow scope, 
many other health problems such as cancer, heart problems, 
and mental health are going untreated. Since governments 
have mandated ‘stay at home’ orders and curfews, there 
has been a rise in premature deaths due to loneliness, 
family breakdown, and unemployment. It is impossible for 
governments to adequately solve these problems due to 
the different trade-offs and solutions required for different 
people. As he puts it, a cost-benefit solution works only at an 
individual basis because each person has differing demands. 
 Mr. Teather concluded that the current solutions are 
too broad to carefully match each person’s trade-offs, 
leading to many more problems being created. Rather, 
government should allow their citizens the personal 
liberties to weigh the costs and make decisions based on 
their own personal circumstances.

Quotes

 � “Have we stopped living in order to stay alive?”

 � “We can ask not whether the government has made 
the right answers, but has the government asked the right 
questions?”

 � “Because we are seeing government restrictions 
imposed from the top, one size fits all. Rather than 
allowing people the choice and the liberty to make their 
own decisions, and to make their own trade-offs.”

 � “Rather than government top-down restrictions, the 
government should treat people as sensible, rational, and 
allow their citizens to make decisions. 
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Richard Teather 

Government Finance

Youtube: https://youtu.be/KG80S91EV-o

Richard Teather discussed the increases in the government 
deficit and spending. He mentions how the increases 
are a product of the government mandated lockdowns 
during the COVID health crisis. However, much of his 
talk addresses the proposed solution by government to 
decrease the deficit by increasing large scale government 
taxation on business. Government believes that taxing 
business is the best method as it doesn’t directly increase 
the tax on their voters, making it a “painless” method of 
decreasing the deficit. 
 An increase in business taxation directly leads to a 
decrease in investment, business creation, business 
activity and employment opportunities. This negative 
relationship between businesses and taxation is one of the 
only relationships that tax economists are certain exists 
and works in practice. Rather than increase taxation on 
businesses, the best method for decreasing government 
deficits is to cut back on government spending to the level 
it was before the health crisis. 
 Mr. Teather went on with an example. He hates 
gardening and is much better to spend his time writing 
articles about taxation for magazines and spending 
money to hire a gardener. However, if taxes increase, 
many of the good effects created from hiring a gardener 
are completely silenced because he can no longer afford 
to pay a gardener. Forcing Mr. Teather to garden himself, 
he no longer makes money by writing for the magazine 
and can on longer employ the gardener. With no person 
working to make money, the government makes no 
revenue on the taxes. 

Quotes

 � “There is almost no country in Europe that manages to 
have high levels of tax but also successful economic growth.”

 � “Once taxes are rising, there are a lot fewer businesses 
started up, you lose that entrepreneurial culture, you lose 
that growth in the economy.”

 � “Yes, the virus has caused problems, but what we don’t 
want to do is compound all of those problems by having 
the government do foolish taxes rises.”

Richard Teather

The Loss of Education, Debate, and Dissenting Ideas

Youtube: https://youtu.be/-tr37lKsWA8

Richard Teather believed that the restrictions have 
caused damage to the educational prospect of the young 
generations. With schools, colleages, and universities 
closed, we switched to online learning. But this doesn’t 
work as well as face to face meetings. In doing so, we lost 
the personal encounter, interaction, debate, feedback. 
Online lectures are more difficult to follow for both sides: 
teachers and students.
 Governments focused on saving lives. In economics, 
it is called a first order effect. People are dying because 
of the virus, so we have to do every thing to stop it and 
everybody has to stay home. The second oder effects, like 
losing economic and social opportunities are left out in 
the equation. People leave school with a certificate, but 
with a restricted education. Thus, they will have fewer job 
opportunities an an already limited jobmarket. 
 The problem is not only the loss of education and 
interaction, but also the governments’ attitude of shutting 
down dissenting voices. Protests, debate, discussion of 
doing it differntly have been forbidden. For years, students 
at universities have been told to question and challenge 
ideas and scientifically improve theories. And now we have 
a public issue of great importance and governemts and 
media say that we must not debate! The whole scientific 
approach, the whole enlightenment achievements are in 
danger.

Quotes

 � “I have tried to do online lessons and to some extend they 
have worked. But we have lost the richness in education.”

 � “A lot of education is about young people get together 
talking, having ideas, discussing them, learning about the 
world and other people, even more so than just leaning 
about your subject.”

 � “When people coming out with a restricted education 
and the limited job market, it’s going to be very difficult.”

 � “The whole scientific approach that we should test, 
challenge and questions theories, debating them, even 
dissenting. That’s all gone out of the window, because 
governments (…) want to increase compliance with the 
restrictions.”
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Anders Ydstedt

Reasonable tax policies after Corona?

Youtube:  https://youtu.be/ZTHt2c_kIJo

Anders Ydstedt discussed the future of taxation policy 
following the pandemic. He described the severity of the 
effects of the pandemic lockdowns upon business, as well 
as his optimism that long-suppressed consumer demand 
will allow the global economy to comfortably recover 
so long as governments refrain from unwise economic 
policies, such as costly projects, state subsidies, artificially 
low interest rates, and asset purchase programs that 
keep dead companies alive. 
 Mr. Ydstedt illustrated his warning of the damaging 
and distorting effects of state-directed economic 
interventionism upon business with the example 
of Sweden in the 1970s and 1980s. He detailed the 
destructive economic approach of the Swedish state 
throughout this period, in which punitive taxation resulted 
in high unemployment, diminishing revenues, weak 
growth, falling wages, and fleeing capital. He recalled that 
Stockholm’s eventual solution was to abolish taxes in both 
inheritance and wealth, which resulted in a restoration of 
economic vitality and the return of businesses. 
 As Mr. Ydstedt presented in a graph, the accumulation 
of new capital following a reduction of taxes in Sweden 
indicated how a liberalized economic environment in 
fact increases tax revenues. He later cited the risks of 
inflationary spending, bond issuances, and borrowing, 
while criticizing state retaliations against countries 
that provide better conditions for business. Finally, he 
reiterated both the dangers of high taxation and his own 
optimism of a future rebound of consumer activity that 
only bad state policy can dampen.

Quotes

 � “Vaccines might be the medicine for Corona to cease, 
but growth is the cure for the economy.”

 � “I hope that your country will not get into the harmful 
cul-de-sac that Sweden did in the 1970s and the 1980s.”

 � “My recipe is simple: cut spending, sell government 
assets, and get rid of red tape against businesses.”

Kai Weiss 

The Power of Governments and Large Corporations

Youtube: https://youtu.be/HAVlRijV3_c

Kai Weiss stated that many problems caused by the lockdown 
protocols brought on by the federal government put a strain on 
the market and most ordinary people. However, as the world 
is beginning to recover  many restrictions should be removed 
entirely to allow for growth and innovation. Unfortunately 
governments have not listened to the advice of economists, 
passing very large recovery and stimulus programs, making 
consumers now dependent on government money. While 
the recovery and stimulus programs might be beneficial to 
the economy in the short run, it will serve as an enormous 
burden for future generations. 
 Even before the health crisis, western countries were 
dissatisfied with the state of the economy. Centralization 
of power in these countries has been increasing steadily 
but assuredly. As power among politicians has increased, 
power has also increased in very large corporations, leaving 
less and less power for individuals and smaller business. 
 The World Economic Forum has proposed a solution known 
as the “great reset” which gives even more power to centralized 
government control as it seeks to completely change 
preconceived notions about capitalism. As a consequence, 
the economy would only become further damaged, instilling 
global elites as unofficial leaders of the global economy. 
The best system to help the global economy starts at the 
community level, limiting federal politics to levels far lower than 
they have been in the last few years. That getting government 
out of the affairs of everyday citizens allows communities to 
prosper. Large businesses tend to hurt society because they 
collude with government and profit off crises. Society should 
instead put its faith in smaller businesses and communities to 
help rebuild a damaged society.

Quotes

 � “Reducing barriers to deregulation, tax cuts, spending 
cuts, and finally getting government out of all the minute 
affairs of us common people. Letting free market 
capitalism, the greatest tool for prosperity, reign.”

 � “The simple life that we see as a kind of the model: a 
house, a family, going to work, and earning a solid income, 
became an ever more distant dream for many.”

 � “Getting governments out of the way is also necessary to 
better humanity for the power of free entrepreneurship.”

KEY NOTES
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GLOBAL PHILANTROPHIC TRUST

Global Philantrophic Trust

The Global Philantrophic Trust has been our partner for a very long time, and we are very delighted to have them 
on board again for the 13th anniversary of the Road Show. This year the Trust helped us reaching out to new groups, 
especially in Eastern Europe and helped us attract interest of many young leaders. 

Pictures taken in 2019.
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FREE MARKET VIDEOS

Free Market Videos

https://youtu.be/oFCTAIeJqcs https://youtu.be/XrGhXjP9k70

https://youtu.be/8ILSWBJ-O-U https://youtu.be/unuUt28MzA8
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FREE MARKET DOCUMENTARY

www.youtube.com/
AustrianCenterAEC

https://youtu.be/I4sUkUNvQr8

https://youtu.be/h8tFUZAMZC0 https://youtu.be/0TUScomSzgU

https://youtu.be/gA4JILZ1S_M
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SOCIAL MEDIA

www.facebook.com/FreeMarketRoadShow
www.youtube.com/user/AustrianCenterAEC

www.instagram.com/austriancenter/
https://twitter.com/AustrianCenter

Social Media
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AUSTRIAN ECONOMICS MONTHLY

Spin off series
Austrian Economics Monthly Webinar

After the Free MArket Roads Show in 2020, together with 
our Italian Partner Competere, we started a monthly series 
of webinars. Experts from various fields are discussing hot 
topics from the perspective of the Austrian School.

In the 8th Austrian Economics Monthly, Pietro Paganini 
welcomed Natalia Gonzalez, Antonio O’Mullony, Andrea 
Poli, and Christopher Snowdon to discuss campaigns 
against fat, salt, and sugar. Are these ingredients bad or 
not? We as human beings need them. Whereas in the 
Western World we consume too much of them, there is a 
lack in other parts of the world. Is this an ideological war?

 

The 9th Austrian Economics Monthly covered the topic of 
cash and crypto currencies. Martin Gundinger, Hans-Olaf 
Henke, and Thorsten Polleit discussed the EUs ideas of 
reducing, eben abolishing cash and the possible role of 
cryptos. Pietro Paganini moderated.

At the 10th Austrian Economics Monthly our experts 
analyzed stock markets and in particular the mystery of 
Game Stop shares that skyrocketed within a few hours. 
What happened there? Will it last? Gerald Hörhan and 
Peter Jungen spoke with Giacomo Bandini.

Recording on Youtube:
https://youtu.be/ed1dgKdWBEQ

Recording on Youtube:
https://youtu.be/BhML0LJ1wyA

Recording on Youtube:
https://youtu.be/JH5L99CMHOk
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The 11th Austrian Economics Monthly discussed the 
prospect of vaccines against COVID-19. Barbara Kolm, 
Keith Miles, Philip Stevens and Pietro Paganini considered 
the topic in the light of health care, Intellectual Property 
Rights, and economy. Are vaccines the solution and thus 
ending the pandemic? Should we suspend IP rights and 
patents on vaccines in order to get them cheaper for 
developing countries?

Our experts of the 12th Austrian Economics Monthly are 
Susanne Ydstedt, Yaron Brook, John Charalambakis, Nikola 
Ilić, and Pietro Paganini. For the 1st anniversary of the 
AEMonthly, we teamed up with the European Resource 
Bank Meeting and analyzed the world after COVID-19. The 
pandemic has changed our everyday lives, the economy, 
our understanding of risk, our politics.

Carlo Risopatron and Salvatore Pinizzotto discussed the 
situation of the commodities sector after the Covid crisis. 
Giacomo Bandini was host of this 13th Austrian Economics 
Monthly.

more to come...

AUSTRIAN ECONOMICS MONTHLY

Recording on Youtube:
https://youtu.be/qa4pyRjAew4

Recording on Youtube:
https://youtu.be/Lb43oD7n8cI

Recording on Youtube:
https://youtu.be/1iB_paHpYN4
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“I had the honor to be a part of the Free Market Road Show since the beginning 
of the cooperation between the cooperation of the University of Donja Gorica 
and the Austrian Economics Center, which started back in 2009.”

Jadranka Kaludjerovic, moderator

PARTNER FEEDBACK

Feedback

“Hi everybody out there in a free society, in free market land, who are concerned with individual rights and political 
economic liberty!” 

Andrew Bernstein, speaker

“Personally, I’m honored to be again here, I love 
the Free Market Road Show and I’m looking 
forward to next year’s edition which hopefully will 
not be fully digital but fully normal as it used to be 
and an amazing opportunity to network, talk, and 
exchange ideas and opinions.”

Ivan Jovetic, moderator

“The Free Market Road Show is a fantastic 
phenomena. A fantastic way of communicating 
with each other in the times we are living in. 
In the pandemic, but also during a time when 
our fundamental values are threatened, maybe 
more than ever in modern times. “

Gunnar Hökmark, speaker

„We are in the front line of the liberty movement and have 
a lot of work to do. The stakes have never been higher, but 
the folks that work with the Free Market Road Show have 
always been champions of these ideas. More importantly, 
the peaceful engagement of debate to promote ideas that 
we think are valuable. So, we have a lot of work to do. Let’s 
get to it!“

Dan Denning, speaker

“Wens die Free Market Road Show nicht gäbe, müßte 
man sie erfinden.” 

Michael Jäger, speaker 

“I want to thank our friends from Vienna for accepting us as partner of the very interesting 
event organized in many, many cities in Europe.”

Gabriel Mursa, organizer

“Thank you for having me here at your 
beautiful conference on innovation!”

Peter Jungen, speaker
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PARTNER FEEDBACK

“UDG has been hosting this event since 2009, so 13 years in a row hosting the local 
event of the Free Market Road Show. We have been the first university in the region to 
become part of this important network. This is due to the high confidence and sincere 
friendship that UDG has with the Austrian Economic Center. But I also believe it is due to 
our devotion to free market liberty and encouragement of entrepreneurship in general.”

Ivan Jovetic, moderator

“Gracias x tu aporte! Esencial en el habla hispana ante 
tanta censura en Latinoamérica enmascarada como 
“correcto” y “responsabilidad”..”

UltraPvnk, Youtube comment

“ We are glad to host a Free Market Road Show for the third time!.”

Vaja Vardidze, organizer

“AUBG has been a proud partner of the Free Market Road Show for the last four years. Over this time our students 
have debated free market ideas with prominent international thinkers. We are grateful to the Austrian Economics 
Center, the Friedrich Naumann Foundation for Freedom and the Free Market Road Show’s other sponsors for 
helping us to bring these speakers to campus. We are disappointed that we cannot have an event to campus 
this year. However, we are happy that the Free Market Road Show is continuing as a virtual event. (…) The Free 
Market Road Show creates a forum in which students and intellectuals can question and debate the legitimacy 
of government policies. We are happy to be partnering with the Free Market Road Show for the fifth year. We are 
looking forward to another stimulating event.“

Robert White, organizer

“Thank you for interesting and inspiring panel and speeches!.”

zoyas, Youtube comment

Feedback

“We are happy to co-host the Free Market 
Road Show for the 12th time together with 
the Austrian Economics Center.”

Gia Jandieri, organizer and moderator

“ It is truly a pleasure as it was every time  to listen
to lectures at FMRS! ”

Andrej Milicevic, Youtube comment
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Free Market Road Show is an event organized by: 

Austrian Economics Center
Grünangergasse 1/15-1, 1010 Vienna 
Austria
Email: office@austriancenter.com
Phone: +43 1 505 13 49-32

Follow us:

freemarket-rs.com/
facebook.com/FreeMarketRoadShow
youtube.com/user/AustrianCenterAEC
instagram.com/austriancenter
twitter.com/austriancenter


